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"Tell the Truth and Don't Be Afraid"
EASTERN ILLINOIS STATE COLLE G E . . . CHARLESTON
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lfty-nine candidates vie in class elections tomorrow
aur

students take top prizes

'News' I iterary contest
plicate prizes
varded two
m EASTERN students

will

iceive News Annual Literary
lrds for their prize winning

in the Literary
iIJ,1Cluded :iJll today's

II published

�ent
I.

De awards consist of a $10
lllary prize and a certificate
iterary achievement for their
'8etlve winning· division.
ilthough the presentation s are
le in on ly three divisions
It. story, essay and p oetry
News is awarding two first
le prizes in the essay division,
recipients being Louise Bied
llCh and Jo Waffle Pratt.
Gladys
Jmrtest judges - Dr.
and
tberg, Dr. Robert Blair,
Miss
Kevin Guinagh-rated
lilenbach's "An E ssay" and Jo
evenly
Lamb"
ltt's "Charles
the fir st place position.
inen Guffey took first place
f.the short story division with
work "The Pawn."
iontest winner in the p oetry
Flick's
G.
Ilion was Robert
•the Death of an Angel ."
·

eight page
Published in the
1Plement to thi s week's issue
four essa ys, two short stories
two p o ems.
the first
itudents placing in
le positions in each division are
follows:

E ss a y
�t prize : Jo Waffle Pratt,
llrles La m b " ; Louis e Bieden

jli,

"An Essay."
119COnd priz e : Robert G. Flick,
le Great and the Good."
lliird prize : Paul Koester, "The
M Rock."
Short S tory

Lowell

Guffey,

Louise
� "Suprise Attack . "
Melvin
� d prize :
� Chi ck en Heart."

Bieden

�t

prize :

l'h e Pawn."
�nd prize :

Hough,

Poetry

�t prize : Robert G. Flick,
Dn the D eath of an Angel."
�nd prize : Jo Waffle Pratt,
inamed Poem."
Barbara Kuhn,
i'i r d prize :
Garden."

I the works published in the
llement are original and here18

µnpublished works of E ast

.iudents.

Election committee
proposes c;:hanges
in requirements
F IVE
PROPO SALS
regulating
the selection of candidates for
school elections and two rules re
garding the
election
procedure
have been made to the Student
Council b y the committee studying
the election situation at Eastern.
The recommendations will
be
voted on at the next meeting of
the Council.
To regulate the
selection
of
candidates for school elections the
committee has prop o s e d :
1. A candidate must have a " C "
average in academic work.
2 . N o person may be a candi
date for " Who's Who" or "Cam
pus Leader" more than two times .
3 . No person m a y be a candi
date in a school election if he was
on probabtion the previous quar
ter.
4. No person who has ever been
on probation may b e a candidate
for " Who's Who" o r " C ampus
Leader. '
5 . Any p erson who has ever
been on probation for two conse
cutive quarters is ineligible as a
candidate in any school election.
Rules proposed to govern school
•
elections are :
1 . No electioneering will be p er
mitted within 2 5 feet of the polls.
2. All elections' must be cleared
through
the
Student
Council.
Failure
to
clear
an
election
through the Council will void the
electicn.
The proposals mentioned above
do not p ertain to the class elec
tions being held tomorrow.

Phi Sig's Crystal Ball
to feature Max Syfert
THE C RY STAL Ball, annual allschool dance sponsored by Phi
S igma Ep silon social fraternity,
will be held in the Old auditorium
February 9 from 9 : 0 0 to 12 : 00
p.m.
Tom· Northern's orchestra will
provide the music and Max Syfert
will be the featured vocalist.
Price of admission will be $1.20
a couple. Tickets can be purchased
from any m ember of Phi Sigma
Epsilon, and they will be on sale
under the clock .

New draft ruling
raises enrollment
one ma le student
THREE ME N have left school
this week to enter the service .
This small number, in comparison
to the preceeding weeks, shows
the effects of the new draft ruling
for college men.
Eldon Fortner, freshman from
Charleston, has been drafted into
the army. This i s the first draftee
to leave school this quarter, ac
cording to the registrars office.
Francis E . Hanson, sophomore
from Henning, has left school to
enlist in the navy.
Four men have reentered school
thi s week as a result of the new
draft ruling. These men are : J . D .
Anderson, junior from
Collins
ville, Norman Endsley, sopho
more from Char es ton; Richard
Reynolds, sophomore from Char
leston ; and Donald Yutzy, fresh
man from Arthur.

College pep song
written b y B oyd
BELIEF
THAT
every
school
should have an original school
song prompted Earl W. Boyd of
E astern' s music department
to
compose
the
" E a stern
State
March Song.' ' Boyd i s definitely
opposed to the idea
of fitting
words into songs which have been
originated by other institutions.
Taking advantage of the three
weeks forced vacation during the
coal shortage last year,
Boyd
wrote and arranged a new march
song for the Eastern band.
Boyd i s now on leave of absence,
attending the State U niversity of
Iowa, where he is completing work
toward his doctorate .
"I hope that the publication of
the melody and words might in
sure the p o s sibility that more of
our student body will become ac
quainted with our own ' E astern
State March'," said
Dr. George
Westcott, Eastern band director.

'No Pa r k i n g ' ru l es
s u bject to e n forc e m e n t
T H E AREA along Lincoln Memorial highway west of the
Health Education building and ad
joining the site of the new dormi
tories· i s an area of "No Parking."
In the future, the order will be
enforced, according to President
Robert G. Buzzard.

Two frosh League candidates
ga·i n offices without opposition
FIFTY-NINE candidates will be vieing for 12 class offices
tomorrow when the polls open at 9 a.m. in the conference
room next to the president' s office.
Two candidates for freshman representative to Women ' s
League, Hilah Cherry and Juanee C arlyle, have automatically
been elected t o th,.e t:w.o existing vacancie,s as. theirs were the
only petitions entered.
All voters will be required to
Oxley. Norman Patberg and Bill
show their rec-tickets before castSnyder.
ing their ballots.
. Vice President : Victor Brening
A question concerning having
er, Dave Cohrs, Norman Endsley,
student chairmen for the Home
Tom Kirkwood, Marion Schu, Hel
coming committees next year will
en Vacketta and James Winn.
appear on the ballot for purposes
,Secreta,ry-treasurer: Alta Buck
of obtaining student opinion only.
ley,
Raymond Fisher,
H arry
Students on the ballot are :
Kirchner, Marilyn Mac y and ShirSenior
ly Neibch.
President : C . J . Doane, Larry ,
Freshmen
Mizener, F rank Pitol, Don Roths
President : Moe Ashley, Ronnie
child and John Sellers.
C orzine,
Jerry
Groff,
E ileen
Vice President : Pat Brotherton,
M ' Gonigle and Nelson McMullen.
Don England,
Jane t Finlayson,
Vice President : M aurice Hemp
William Raley, Bill Sargent and
hill, Jack Farris, Charles P erkins
Dave Smith.
and Jim Salmons.
S ecretary-treasurer :
Duane
S e cretary-treasurer :
D onna
Bruce, Carolyn Pett y D o a ne , J oan
Carrothers,
f\.daJ-ine
D ougherty,
M adden and Mar y Patton.
an
' d Midge Seamen.
Junior
The Student Council committee,
President : Roger Claude, Dick
which has been studying the elec
Davis, Don H enderson, Gail M enk
tion s ituation
at
E astern,
has
and Ed Soe r. gel.
made several proposals for stu
Vice President :
Nancy
Baird,
dent candidate requirements, which
B ill
Balch,
Marjorie
Herman,
shall b e voted on at the next reg
Herb Will s and Doris Winkler.
ular meeting of the Council.
S ecretary-treasurer : E d Potter,
These
proposed
requirements
Sue Niemey€r, B ett y Worland and
have no bearing on tomorrow's
Jean Yost.
election.
S o phomore
Further details concerning the
President : Glen
Curtis,
Paul
proposal s appear in a separate
F oreman, Tom Northern, Charles
story.

Loftiss secured

Junior English

for frat do nee

examinations set

WALT L O F TI S S ' orchestra will
play for the Inter Fraternity
ball, a semi-formal affair spon
sored by the Inter Fraternity
council, Friday night from 8 : 3 0
to 11 : 3 0 p.m. in t h e Old auditor
ium.

for tomorrow

Members of. sororities and fra
ternities on the campus who are
represented by the Inter Frater
nity council may attend.
The price i s $1.20 a couple, tax
included.
The ability of his saxaphone
men to play reed instruments has
resulted in their being referred
to a s "two bands within one.''
Sp otlighted features of the band
include a library of novelty tunes,
and piano styling of L e e Cox.
Inter Fraternity ball is an an
nual Greek affair.

J U N I O R ENGLISH examinations
will b e given from 7 to 10 p.m.
tomorrow in rooms 33, 34, 35, and
3 9 of Old M ain, according to D r.
Eugene Waffle, acting head of
the English department.
Blue books, pen, and ink are
requirements for writing the ex
amination. Dictionarie s may be
used.
The test, a requirement of the
college for graduation, will con
sist o:( writing a sentence outline
and a 600 word theme concerning
one of the topics to be announced
at time of the examination.
All seniors who have not ful
filled the requirement
and
all
juniors will take the test.

'

PAGE TWO

Editorials

Wednesday,

The reader speaks
•

•

what he believes

•

Letters printed in this col
umn do not necessarily ex
press the opinions of the News
or its staff of editors.

Who's to blame ...

for our confusion ?

D U RING THE past few weeks of
smokers and rush p arties, many
freshmen and other college peo
ple are p ondering over the ques
tion of whether o r not they should
become members of fraternities
o r sororities.

\

THE RE ARE "isms" which are good, and there are " isms"
which are bad; and one of those bad ones i s symbolic of
an attitude that prevails among a great majority of male col
lege students today; that "i sm" is "Go-to-hellism."
" Go-to-hellism" i s responsible for the unusually high num

It seems to me that this ques
tion can be answered satisfactor
ily by the people themselves if
they know more of the facts about
belonging to such o rganizations.

ber of class cuts and the above average number of probationary
students this quarter.
Such an attitude might at first, with only a cursory glance,
be called a n atural reaction to the impending future faced by
thousands of young men in our colleges and universities to
day ; 'but upon closer inspection, the situation reveals an in
teiligent mass of confused youth s who are wandering like
lost sheep upon a rocky hillside.

First of all, I think that most
people do not realize that belong
ing to a fraternity or sorority is
one of the biggest decisions they
must make for themselves when
they are away from home
and
away from the domination of their
parents. In a way its more o r less
the pattern they will choose for
the rest of their lives .

I s it their fault? Are they to blame because in that very
hour in which they cut a class, shirked a responsibility, they
question why the "leaders of tomorrow" should be handed a
rifle?
Can the future be s ecure with leaders who, when confused,
say "Aw-to hell with.it!" ?
Are the schools to blame? What stand is a school taking
when it urges young men t o remain in school while at the same
time it makes more available a method for men to leave school?
Are the people responsible? Does clear thinking give birth
to the contradictory roar of "It ' s time we did something," and
"Don't draft the 18 year olds-"the best soldiers.' "?
Who can answer the questions? E ach of u s must make an
answer. We must say, "I am to blame for my own confused
thinking," for w e cannot brush away the slightest trace of
confusion until we admit that we are confused.
Only when a man will admit to himself, "I h ave lost the
road," will he begin to search for the road again.

Pay-as-you-go .

price tag can be met
PRESIDENT HARRY S. Truman' s price tag on the much dis
cussed pay-as-you-go defense program-$16.5 billion in
new taxes-could b e met, if the national economy stays in its
present good condition.
Although the tax increase would b e steep, our economy
could carry the burden because of our unprecedented national
income. The tax increase, needed tq b alance the $16.5 billion
spending deficit, would amount to only 25. 9 per cent of the
national income, a s compared with 52.4 per cent of the national
income for government spending in 1945, peak war year.
Principal argument for pay-as-you-go, and one that i s
seldom disputed, i s i t s effectiveness a s a curb on inflati on . Un
less the government raises enough taxes to pay its expenses,
it must borrow. I f the government could borrow enough from
individual citizens, i n the form of government bonds, spending
p ower would be reduced in ratio to dollars invested in bon d s .
B ut experience s h o w s that individuals will n o t buy enough
bonds to e qual the total government spending deficit.
As in the past, the government would have to go to banks
for greater part of its borrowings. The banks, i n turn, can
then use government bonds a s reserves against new deposits,
freely loaning cash to the public-thus increasing the national
spending power,
Pay-as-you-go taxation, however, must hit the middle and
lower income wage brackets . Seventy per cent of the national
income lies in these brackets (persons earning less than $5000
a year). Corporation taxes h i gh enough to pay even significant
part in defens e deficit would discourage stock purchases and
·eventually reduce production, unless prices were allowed to
raise.
But whatever the di stribution of new taxes among indi
viduals, corporations and excises, everyone i s bound to feel the
impact and feel it hard. Pay-as-you-go, under present condi
"
tions , i s the best answer to a s ustained "wartime enonomy.
Low taxes must be an early casualty in the atomic version of
"modern warfare."

Candidate requirements

a progressive step
A STUDENT Council committee has presented a proposed list
of requirements t o b e met b y candidates in the various
school elections.
If adopted b y the Counci l at its next regular meeting, thi s
s e t of requirements w i l l b e o n e of the first progressive steps
i n better student government.
The committee recommending the requirements was made
up of a varied group of student representatives who studied
many of the past election mishaps carefully before making their
proposals.
There i s nothing startling in the proposed requirements,
unless one might find cause to wonder why such requirements
have not been proposed, accepted and enforced before now.
Several of the recommendations cover points that have
been the cause of much controversy in past elections , controver
sies that need not ari se again if the proposals are accepted.
Failure of the Council to accept the proposals at its next
mee_ting would be little s hort of s aying that the representa
tives of the students do not wish to improve or clarify. the
election system at E a stern.
Now is not the time to crawl back into a shell of confusion
where l ackadaisical student government blindly ignores the
obvious.

·

It's also a good example of
finding out how well you can
express yourself and exert
your own thoughts and ideas
on other people at the meet
ings which
these organiza
tions have every week.
These are just a very few ways
that such organizations can help
you. But that i s not the whole
story. You can help these organi
zations by contributing your ideas
and spare time to the advance
ment of the groun to which you
belong.
For example: If you are an art
major, and the fraternity calls on
you to help them in the work to
p aint signs for election, you can
work with others and help them
to see what is the best in design,
o r p erhap s you are a math major,
and one of your buddies i s having
trouble with a certain type of
problem. You may have the abil
ity and patience that the instruc
tor doesn't have to explain thi s
problem t o y o u r friend.
But }'OU may say, how is this
helpin� me o r the organization .
Stop and think how you are help
ing others who are part of the
organization you belong to and
there you have the answer. Per
haps these p eople would never
come in contact with you if they
weren't part of this organization
to which you belong.
In summary, it might be well
to say that although you may
have heard that a fraternity or
sorority is mainly interested in
what you can do for them, I think
that after you belong to an or
ganization for a while, this idea
disappears.
You not only want to work for
the organization, but you feel it
i s your way of helping yourself
through the contacts you make
and the different opinions you get
from other people in their differ
net attitudes and approaches to
problems which concern you.
You get this in college even
if you don't belong to an or
ganized group to a certain ex
tent, but never to the degree
you do when you are in con
tact with a group in which
you feel at ease.
As the army will tell you, the
best morale is thinking your army
i s the best in the world, your divi
sion is the best, and down through
the ranks until you get to yourself
and you must feel that you are
the best or a s good as the small
group to which you belong. Where
else in college can you get this
morale
and mental uplift other
than belonging to an organized
group to which you can compare
your standards.
-Bill Raley

Worried about English exam.
·forget worries, take a break.
WORRIED ABOUT the j unior English examination
row night ? Well don't be, for the s uggestions in
article plus a j i gger of cool thinking should give anyone
ing the test the proper stimulation with which to at
requirement with confidence.
First step toward success
Ever y person that has graduated
from Eastern has passed the ex
paper first and the outline
amination ; that makes the odds
ly, we offer this advice: Put
pretty good. Don't tire your eyes
o paper the mai ; points
and brain by poring
over old
outline so as to insure pro
books of English and grammar to
ganization and continuity
night. Take a break, and it will
theme, then, after writing
pay off.
per, go back and fill in
Having relaxed, it will now be
points of the outline.
p o s sible to carry out a few me
Cardinal points to check
chanical steps which are
neces
outline are : ( 1 ) Be sure
sary if security of· mind i s to be
point, major or minor, in
achieved. The y are a s follows !
line is a sentence. (2) An
1. Secure at least three blue
must have two of each
books from the textbook library:
headings. If the outlines
Onl y one is needed, but one for
point " I" it must have a
the rough draft and a spare one
"IL" If it has an "A," it
"just in case" is advisable.
have a " B . " If it has a s
"1," it must have a sub po "
2. Fill a fountain pen with ink,
and if an y fear �xists that the
Theme
pen might run dry, take a whole
No w to write. The to
bottle along.
been chosen ; the major
3. Take to the examination a
of the outline have been co
dictionary, preferably
'Vebster's
ed. Si x hundred words
Collegiate
Dictionary,
(Fifth
needed.
Edition or Webster's New Colle
Write
giate Dictionary.
not try to impress the
In either of these aforemention
department with dollar wo
ed dictionari es , can be found the
best writing is done in
spelling of an y w ord desired and
language.
a section on punctuation. If
in
A page in a blue book
doubt about the s pelling of any
at least 100 words of
word o r the use of any mark of
sized handwriting. Don't
punctuation, check the dictionary.
about counting each writtetf
The table of content s give s the
but be sure the theme con
page number of the punctuation
proximatel y 600 words.
section.
After writing the th
.
·
back and rer ead the
B orro w one of the recommend
checking for spelling and
ed dictionaries if one is no t per
ation errors. Above all, be'
sonall y owned.
that the paper contains
Now that the mechanical steps
ma splices - independent
have been taken care of it is time
connected by a comma. A
to consider the writing of the pa
splice is a cardinal error.
per.
The paper has been wri
The examination calls
for a
it is probably a good
theme of 600 words to be accom
wasn't so hard, was it?
panied by a sentence outline of
the material in the theme, the
theme to be written on some topic
to
ahnounced at the time of the test.
First a topic must be chosen.
Topic
At least ten or twelve topics are
generally offered from which a
AN
choice may be made. The topics
are chosen in a manner to give
Germans, ground hog's
everyone
writing
the
test
a
become a permanent
chance to select a subject with
American folklore.
which he is familar.
This fanciful idea o
What will s ome of the topics
from an old European
be ? A few calculated guesses ( not
a sun-shiny Candlemas
gu aranteed) are offered . As the
ruary 2, meant six more
topics offered generally contain
winter weather. This
at least one selection concerning
�-eflected in the Scottish
world, Rati onal, and campus af
"If Candlemas is fair
fair s, it is possible to conjure up a
ther e'll be two winters
fe w guesses.
year," and in the rural
assemblies,
the
Compulsory
ties : "February, second
United Nations, and the " D r aft
half your corn and half y
situation as it affect you" seem to
K;andlemas Day was a
to p the list.
long widespread.
There will be a topic for you.
If the sun is shining
Outline
ground hog can see his
A sentence outline is required
he is frightened and cr1
for the theme. It would be desir
into his hole. Then win
able to construct the entire out
;mother si x weeks. If
line before preceding with
the
.loudy and the ground
writing; but since most persons
1ot see his shadow, he
will have a tendenc y to write the· This mean s winter has
-

·

·

Groundhog

for sun Friday
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Who won?
F RE E D O M of the press hung in
the balance for a time at B ut
ler university, when the student
newspaper was threatened
with
disciplinary action for publishing
the views of two queen candidates
on whether ·girls should wear
falsies.
Editors of the Collegian created
a furor by carrying a banner story
headlined, " E llen and Helen are
Firm Anti-Falsie Candidates."
School authorities were p articu
larly unhappy over the story's
subhead, which said, "Exp erts see
win by a bust."- ( ACP)
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Fisher,

Richard

Maxey,

Hampton, Bob Bain, and Darrell

FRANCIS

W.

PALMER-Adviser

lier to s peak
art Sunday
ALLAN Weller, chairman of

University of Illinois ¥t
ent, will appear as guest
r at the opening
of the
sity of Illinois permanent
'on of pai�tings 3
p .m.
y in the Paul Sargent gal-

'. \veller

has traveled exten
in Europe and before com
to Illinois was in charge of
art history department at the
sity of Missouri.
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�From

the garret window
�Y Buster Raley
THREE
WEEKS
ago ,
Gladys
came down with pneumonia. On
her cot above the window sill, she
lay sick for days . Each morning
her rasping cough became worse
until finally, with a feeble gesture
to the fates , she expired.

To thos·e of you who have never
become so attached to
pets, a
death such as thi s means nothing ;
but to me it was a terrible blow.
She was laid to rest in a pill box
is the nephew of M i s s Annie
obtained from the health service,
of Charleston.
and the last rites were read by
Gaydon Brant, wh o had been her
pictures in the collection to
constant com p anion during her
placed on exhibit S unday
seige.
chosen by a group of pro
Although the spider has gone,
'onal painters which •give it a
there is still Edith, m y cat. She
ctive character.
is a good companion, especially as
e people who have b een re
we set in our rocker before the
ible for selecting the p aint
fireplace with the Christmas tree
have not consciously follow
still glowing cheeril y in the corany predetermined pattern.
. ner.
"Consequently , the exhibiWe hated to take it down as the
is fundamentally a cross
vacation drew to � close, and then
'on, not an exhaustive ex
with Glady s getting sick and all
'tion of on e or two modern
you kno w ho w it is. Edith says
dencies, but of man.
we shouldn't take it down until
erything from reali stic p or
, after Valentines day, because we
re which reflect sound tradi
can attach our Valentines to the
lism to experimental ab
bare branches.
ions which are closely re
With the short days of winter,
to recent concepts of artistic
we naturally find that more time
'bilities can be found in the
is spent indoors. H e re are some
tion."
hints to help the time pass quick
e above explanation of the
er. S kip your morning classes and
winning pictures from the
sleep late ; eat at three in the af
is annuals is i n p art a re
ternoon ; g o to your 4 p . m.
of Dr. Weller's article that
class ; and then
slip
into
the
red in the 1949 exhibition
lounge for
a
(fruit ) cocktail.
ogue.
You'll need it to settle your
ollowing the lecture, an infor
nerves after five minutes of that
tea will be given by the Art
blasting radio and the shouts of
the ping-pong maniacs. The only
recourse left is to go t o bed as
soon as yo u get home. See how
fas t the time flies ?
Here is a warning which the ad
vanced witch-craft clases have is
sued : •watch
out
for
witches!
SIGMA
Epsilon
replaced
There has been a feud going on
ppa Sigma Kappa a s leader
among them, and last week in the
acholastic averages among so
News several pictures were print
fraternities. The Phi Sigs aved showing the court house gable
1.91 for the fall quarter to
which was blown off supposedly
Kappa Sig's 1 . 74.
by high winds. What actually
a Pi nosed out S igma Tau
happened was that a rival group
ma for
third place 1 . 6 to
pushed it off on a regiment of un
uspecting devils, crushing them
straight A students, four
in the mass of falling mortar and
Sigs, s tood out
among the
stone.
s. Ray Coffenberry, carry
five subjects , Aaron Gray, car
B arth
J EANNE
CATHERINE
two, Harry Zimmack, and
received high honors for the fall
y Greathouse represented the
quarter instead of honors as was
ers. John Wilson of Sig Tau,
indicated on the honor list receiv
g three, and Jim Alexander,
ed from the registrar and printed
Pi, were the other two.
last week.
·Sigs, also dominated the
r roll with six high honor and
honor students. Each of the
r fraternities landed one man
the high honor roll Jhile Sig
's had five honor students to
for Kappa Sigs and one for
Sig Pi.
Averages do not' include fall
r pledges.
·

Greeks set stage for much of today's drama
by

Bill Tucker

THEATRICAL performances have
now become so familiar to the
mind that one is apt to regard
them as an obvious and natural
contrivance, and to underrate the
merit of those by whom they were
originally discovered.
To evolve out 'of the primitive
elem e
' nts of mimicry and imita
tion an orderly and continuous
drama was a work of the greatest
creative genius. The magnitude of
the task i s proved by the fact that
it has never been fully and satis
factorily accomplished except by
a single nation-the Greeks.
It i s from the Greeks that every
drama, both ancient and modern,
'
which has attained to anything
like perfectio n of form i s ultimate
ly derived. Other nations have oc
casionally, by their own unaided
efforts , made some success
to
wards a like result ; but unless

they have come u)lder Hellenic in
fluence,
directly
or indirectly,
their drama has never a dvanced
beyond a rudimentary stage .

at the events themselves.
Arion is said to be the "inventor
of the "tragic style " and his choral
o des were called "tragedies." The
word "tragedy" means literally a
"goat-song" ( this may have arisen
from the fact that the dithyramb
was p erformed at the sacrific e of
a goat) .

Dionysus was t h e rural and
wine god of Greece.
Great
festivals were held in his hon
or every spring at Athens,
where casks of new wine were
opene d. Then hymns, called
�ithyrambs, were chanted to
him. The dithyrambs were ac
companied by flute music.
Later the dithyrambs developed
into a choral dance; in other
words, it was a hymn chanted by
a chorus, an' accompanied by il
lustrative ges, l'.'es and motions.
•

A definition of tragedy of
ten used is: drama showing
character to be higher than in
real life, having serious ac
tion, depicting pity and fear.
The hero is noble but not
faultless. There is always a
reversal of fortune.

Gradually actors
were
intro
duced to the odes . Thespis intro
duced one actor, who conversed
with the leader of the chorus.

Singers danceu in a ring around
a smoking alter, chanting their
recital of the god's..a dventure s , and
exhibiting each phase of the story
with such passionate realism of
gesture as to make the spectators
almost believe they were present

But basically, modern drama
closely resembles that of the
Greeks six or seven centurie s be
fore the b irth of Christ .

Campus Interviews on Cigarette Tests
Number

11

•••

THE OPOSSUM

i Sigma rates
top in grades

•

·

·

"Thereby hangs
a

tale!"

·

·

PRAIRIE FARMS
DAIRY BAR

T

he class clown went out on a limb and tried to prove

•

SANDWICHES
SODAS
SHAKES
SUNDAES
•
e

Cigarette mildness by the quick-trick method! He tried the fast inhale, fast

at

THE

Farms Dairy Products
•

hotel ... now
bri ll iantly

on

4th Street

Make

dramatically designed

• fo•clnotlng

re•touronts, Including
the beautiful new

restyled

College Inn
Porterhouse, lo mou•
Well of the Sea

•Handy-to
everything location.
e Garage

HOTEL
honk

in hotel.

SHERMAN

Randolph a n d

Clark

Street•

CHICAGO

W. Bering, Board Chairman

Jome•

Pot

Block North of College

•

the Sherm.on
your hotel In Chicagc>
perso nality • New rooms,

Chicago's

with Roszells' Seal

t Ice Cream and Prairie

..
SHERMAN

Seen the new rooms?

Hoy,

A. Hort, President
V.P. and Gen'I Mgr.

exhale test-a whiff, a sniff-and they still left him up in the air!
But then he got his feet on the ground. He learned that there is

a reliable way to discover how mild a cigarette can be!
And that test is ...

The sensible test .. . the 30-Day Camel Mildness Test
which simply asks you to try Camels as a steady smoke-on a
pack after pack, day after day basis. No snap
judgments needed. After you've enjoyed Camelsand only Camels-for 30 days in your "T-Zone"
T for Taste), we believe you'll know why

.

.

(T

for Throat,

•

More People Smoke Camels
than any other cigarette!
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Candidates for class preside ncies give c p in io 11s
Assem b lies
Q U E S T I O N : D o you favor com
Puls0ry a s semblies ?
,

Senior
F r ank Pitol

As semblie s
" D efinitely
not.
n o w a r e not worth attending. they
should have them only when there
is s omething interesting or some
special event, even if it i s only
every other week.
Unless of
course, there are special announ
cements to be made."
Don Rothschild

"I think it i s a good idea."

J o h n Sellers

"Yes. I think that we, as col
lege students, should b e willing to
broaden our cultural background
and this i s one way to do ti."
Larry M izener

"Yes, it can't be beat. Students
should have to go to assemblies
and the only excuse for absence
should be work."
C. J . D oane
"I think they should be compul
sory. Having talked to older col
lege men, men who are now out
in the world, I find that they re
call their college days by many
of the assemblies they had to at
tend. "

Junior
Ed Soergel

" N o . By the time you're in col
lege you are old enough to make
up your own mind about as sem
bly atendance."
Rodger

Claude

" N o , furthermore I think if they
are interesting enough they will
go anyway.
Dick Davis
"No, because I feel each indivi

dual should have the right to pick
the subject pertaining to his own
interest."
Gail Menk

" N o . I believe that the student
should decide for himself whether
the assembly merits his or her
attending. Above all, he should be
assured of a good program. Those
who are in charge of hiring p er
formers should be sure that the
students will enjoy what he- goes
to s ee. One bad assembly will give
them a bad attitude toward all
assemblies."
Don H enderson

"As for compulsory assemblies
-I believe it would be better to
I
leave them the pre sent way.
believe if they are good enough,
then students shouldn't be forced. "

Sophomore
Paul

Foreman

"No . Every persons
interests
differ, so they shouldn't have to
attend unles s the assembly inter
ests them. Assemblies as they are
now, with a few exceptions, are
uninteresting to everyone."

when there i s something o f inter
est to them being -presented. Stu
dents have enough worries with
out unnecessary extra duties . "
Charles Oxley

"Yes, if the as sembly programs
are so arranged that they prove
to the majority of the students
to b e interesting and beneficial.
Bill

S nyder

" Holding a
school
as sembly
once a week is an excellent idea ,
b u t I believe compulsory attend
ance at all as semblies is unde
sirable simply because every as
sembly doesn't create an interest
for each and every student at the
same time."
Tom Northern

" N o . To be frank, the majority
of as sembli e s do not hold the stu
dent interest. This doesn't mean
involve
all
ass emblies
should
comedians, but they can be better
organized."
N orman Patberg

" Yes, by all means students
should go to assemblies ."

Freshman
" I don't think they should be
compulsory because I think by the
time a person gets to college h e
should be capable of choosing the
as semblies that will b e of value
to him : therefore if you compel a
person you may be taking away
the time that he could use more
profitably."
Ronnie C orzine

" I am not for compulsory as
semblies becaus e if you are not
th e least bit interested in the sub
Sect you won't get anything out
of it am! it will be wasted time
for you."
Moe Ashley

"I do not favor compulsory as
s emblies because r believe it is
fhe privilege of the students to
choose what they want and what
they do not want to see and hear."
N e l s o n McMullen

"No, it's a good time to study.
Once in a while they are inter
esting. "
Groff

"No .. Under the present situa
tion as semblies do not merit com
pulsory attendance.
If
a ssemb
lies were more worthy of higher
esteem, with regard to the stu
be
would
dent's interest, they
voluntarily attended by the ma
jority of the student body."

Rol l e r s k a ti n g p a rty
c o m i n ' off Feb r u a ry 8

For

Senior
Frank

Pitol

"The editorial in last
week's
on the head,
there are too many in the Student
Council now. A new constitution
should be drawn up because the
one now doesn't seem to be strong
enough. The students need more
power . "

News hit the nail

L a r r y Mi zener

"I
believe a
careful
study
should be made of the situation."
'

C. J. Doane

"I think it should be reorgan
ized as to eliminate some of the
lesser representatives. "
Don Rothschild

" I think it i s satisfactory the
way it i s . "

Hos pital,

Life

Junior
Ed Soergel

" Yes . I also favor an adoption
of a new constitution, which would
include more student government.
It is too restricted right now."
Rodger

" Yes. "

Dick

Claude

Davis

" Yes, because there are too
many organizations represented
and it hinders the work . "
G a i l Menk

"An adoption of a new consti
tution doesn't necessarily improve
any organization. I think studen t
council can operate successfully as
it i s . The members of the council
itself determines whether the or
ganization i s satsifactorily oper
ated o r not."

ELMER SCOTT
Vets Cab

Bldg.

Phone 5 4 8

Gales Barber Sh o p
Wi l l Rog e rs T h e a t e r B d .

" Yes ."

Bill Snyder

"In my op1mon the Studept
Council is due for a reshaping
and I believe the adoption of a
11 ew constitution is a· step in the
right direction."

T o m Northern

" Yes, if the new constitution
will give th e student cou11cil more
power and enable u s to k11ow we
actually have a student council. "
N orman Patberg

" Considering the News' editorial
there are · some organizations con
trolling the Student Council. One
organization should not have com
plete. control of the campus. That
isn't good representation."

"One group shouldn't dominate
the
campus.
The
constitution
should be strong-with a strong
all-around body constantly striv
ing to improve it!'

Sophomore
Paul

Eileen M ' G onigle

"I think that the plan the News
editorial has outlined i s a good
one, but I think that they should
have more representation. For ex
ample, they should have two from
each fraternity and twice a s many
from the student body. That totals
26, giving a percentage represen
tation of almost one for every 50
students . "
Ronnie C orzine

J'.'oreman

"Yes. I'm in favor of the plan
where the organization would be
made up of seven Greek and six
independents, plus the president.
In that way I believe every or
ganization would be properly rep
resented."

"Yes ."

SIDE

Nelson M c M ullen

"From what I 've heard, there
are too many in it to make
a
workable organization."
Groff

" Yes. I agree that the present
representative systems is unnec
cessary and repititious. The stu
dent council should consist of a
membership
limited,
capable
having power, and not to provide
a p o sition of honor. E qualization
sl1ould be considered, and member
ship should be restricted to capa
bility and efficiency."

,

Pi t ol

Frank

"Yes. It is usually cont
an honor to belong to a frat
or sorority and the m emb
is usually limited. I b elie-t
number of fraternities and
orities should be limited t.o I
ment. Not everyone shout
Greek affiliated on the Cal
Don

Rothschild

"Yes.' '

John S ellers

" Yes, to a certain ext.el

Larry Mizener

"Yes, you can get to IDl
campus and everyone will le
terest. "

Junior
Ed S oergel

" Yes. Fraternities and
ties shouldn't be so commOl
everyone on campus is Grel
filiated. It should tak e 8011
of an achievement to beca
member . "
Rodger

Claude

Davis

" Yes, because with the
taking men away from •
will be hard enough for the
ent frats to find enough 1Mf
Gail M enk

]

" N o . What c an: t e bettd.
an organization which pnj
good fellowship, scholars
the good of the school ?
ternities promote the
welfare ; bad fraternitiea( Continued on p age I
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rooms ?
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Ho m e Loans and Savings
PHONE 1 49

National Bank

Phones : Off. 476 ; Rel.

G. B.

;.

Res . Phones 770-40p

. . at

S H E R MAN

bri l l iantly

Charleston Federal Savings
And Loan Association

.

Charleston

Appointment

Office Phone 30

GERTRUDE

DENTIST

MACK W. HOLLOWELL, M.D.

604 1h Sixth St.

M e rc h a n dise

DR. W. B. TYM

CLINTON D. SWICKARD, M.D.

Ta l k to US a b out

CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS

"Due to the size of enro
at Eastern there is a limited
her of men qualified for a 1
nity. With the future Ul
mined and enrollment fallilij
day, I feel there should be 1
ba sed on enrollment."

Washing - Drying - Starch

Hours by

700 JACKSON STREET .

Senior
C. J. Doane

Bell's Laundermal
Phone 128

Complete "Meals-Short Orders
- 24 Hour Service East Side Square
Charleston

6 0 7 7th

Q U E STION : D o you favor
ing the number of frate
and sororities on the campt

Dick

" Yes, from what I have seen of
the student council it qoes not
eem to be well organized."

L I S TS
EAST

C·a mpus g rot

"No."

M o e Ashley

Jerry

Don Henderson

and

M iscellaneous Insurance S e e

Charles Oxley:

Freshman

Auto, Fire, Accident,

H ealth,

"Absolutely I think the consti
tution should be rewritten and a
strong workable student govern
ment be incorporated.
Students
should have more power to solve
their own problems. They under
stand their problems better than
anyone else."

"Yes."

A SKATING party is being sponsored by the
Arcadian club
F ebruary 8 . It will be held at the
Charleston skating rink and will
last from 7 :30 p.m to 10.

Glen Curtis

assemblies
"I
don't
think
should b e compulsory. M any stu
dents depend on float periods to
get their studies· up to date. I
think that most students attend

Q U E S T I O N : D o you favor a reorganization of the
Student
Council through the construction
and adoption of a new constitu
tion ?

cam p us top

Glen Curtis

John Sellers

Eileen M ' G onigle

Jerry

Student Cou n cil

on

frank W . Berlna, Board Chalrmm
Jam .. A. Hart. President
Pat Hoy, V. P. and G...i Mgr.

C. ·E. DUN CAN, M. D.
Eye,
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DR. CHARLES S
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E y es

Office and Res. Phone 12
803 J ackso n Street

D R. DEAN A. AMBROSE
OPTOMETRIST
Eyes Examined - Glasses Fitted

Eyes

Visual Training
N. S. of Square

Phone 340

D R. EDWARD C. GATES
DENTIST
Huckleberry Building

5 1 0 1h Sixth St.
Phone 1305

Phone
Office 88
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1stern seeks second victory over 'Steagall and com pany' tonight
�ago /l's average leads NA I B scoring;
J r Eastern m e n top 1 3-poinf average --

•

I n t ra m u ra I a ct i v i t y

Form er 'News'
editor receives
pro m otio n

�N THOUGH n o scoring records may b e s urpassed to
night in the E astern-Millikin game, one record is much
anger. That record i s the number of fans who h ave ever
1essed an E astern away-from-home basketball game.
Nothing short of an earth tremor i s expected to cause
�mpty seat in Kintner gym when the game gets under
-unless a ticket-holder pas-·
1way in suspense.

I ntram ural gam es
still produci ng

Students will be admitted
the game for 5 0 cents and
esentation of a rec ticket.
1ere will be no reserve seats.
1e varsity game is sched
ed for 8 :00 p . m .

Panthers

1me at Millikin

won

their

last

year

Mr. Middlesworth graduated in
1931 then went to work for the
Daily Oklahoman where he be
came the sports editor. He is a
pawt-president of
the
F ootball
Writers association, and has been
wifo the sports department of the
D e1.roit Free Press for about a
year.

many hot shots

ll this is expected to come
1t despite Eastern's walloping
liillikin at Charleston.
:otty Steagall, a s usual, will
me of the stronger m agnetic
es which will draw ?Jany fans.
:e Millikin played at Eastern,
1gall has taken over the top
·age spot in the NAIB statis
with a 27.9 game average.
astern fans will be hoping for
luplication of Bud Patberg's
msive feat against Steagall
ier this year. The job of holdbe
obviously
Steagall will
e difficult in Kintner gym.
The

H A R O LD
' HAL'
M iddlesworth,
graduate of Eastern who was
the first editor of the Teacher
College News, achieved national
p1 lminence recently when he be
ca.ne Sports Editor of the Wash
inton Times Herald.

1-59.

astern has lost two games this
:on and Millikin has lost five.
of the Big Blue losses, how
:,' was to Washington univer
by four points. Millikin has an
two games with
1 split in
them Illinois.
oach Ralph Allan will start
Dick Lewis, John
K Sarran,
refl, Steagall and Jerry Alt'

oach William A. H e aley will
n the game with James John
' Don Glover, Bud Patberg,
n ' Wilson, and Tom K atsim-

Sim mons presses top
scorers, six unbeaten
JIM F'redenberger ( Gremlins ) i s
still
leading
scorer
in
in
tramural basketball but his lead
has been cut to three points as
Simmons ( Red Phi Sig ) had a big
nigh t and dump ed in 30 points to
jump from fourth to second in in
dividual
scoring.
Fredenberger
has 74 p oints and Simmons has 7 1 .
Other leading scorers are
F.
Pixley ( Piddle Hoppers ) 5 6 , Pat
ridge ( Bullies ) 5 3 , Reineke ( Red
Phi Sig ) 52, Henderson ( White
Phi Sig ) 52, Jeffries
( Ep silon
Iota ) 51, E nselman ( V2 's ) , Gries
mer ( Ike's Boys ) , Ferguson ( Noo
tams ) , Wilson ( Club 775 ) ,
and
Osmoe ( Bullie s ) all 49.
.
Coleman
( Wilso n's
M inute
Men ) and Shoemaker ( Gremlins )
44, Voyles ( Party Boys ) 43, Gard
ner ( Kappa Sig ) 42 , Menk ( Epsi
lon Iota ) , Price ( Rockets ) , and
Harris ( Ik e ' s Boys ) 41, and Ar
nold ( White Phi S i g ) 40 round o ut
the top 20 scorers.
Results of J anuary 23-25.
January 23 : Phi Sig ( Re d ) won
their fourth straight as they
handed
Sam's
fourth
their
straight loss 65-24. Simmons got
30 p oints and Reineke 12 for Phi
Sig.
M e n k scored J 6 points a n d
Jeffries
14
but
it
wasn't
enough a s Sig Tau kept pace
with Phi Sig by winning their
fourth straight. Balch with
11 points · led Sig Tau's evenly
divided scoring as all m.en
scored at least one point.

s.

:ach of these men except Pat
�. is averaging over 13 points
game.
'atberg is the Panther's · leada
free throw shooter with
ne percentage of 87. According
thP latest release from the
IB this places Patberg first in
nation's small colleges in the
i throw department.

a rsity clu b plans
itia tion at game
. RSITY CLUB plans to hold an
nitiation at t;he half-tin1.e of
basketball
Eastern- S outhern
ne on February 8. New mem
s to be initiated will be named
,t week.
� blue and gray flag over
the
of
northeast entrance
11th Education building signi
; a varsit y , club meeting will
held. The flag will also be hung
other events put op by the club.

Harris and Griesmer each tallied 1 5 p oints as Ike's Boys beat
the Warriors 40-26. Seaman was
high for the losers with 1 3 .
T h e Rockets handed Gamma
D elta its third loss 57-33 as Price
with 19 and Cagle and D elaney
with 1 3 were too much for Gam
ma Delta to handle. Weppler scor
ed 1 5 in a losing cause .
January 24 : The Ranglers dealt
the V2's their first l o s s of the
and
season
53-49.
Enselman
Younger of the V2's were the high
scorers with 19 and 1 6 p oints re
spectively while Lee and M a
' ck
with 1 5 and 1 0 paced the Rang
lers.
Boldrey, 0 . Mieure, and B . Mie
ure with 14, 1 1 , and 11 p oints led
the Shooting Stars to a lop sided
59-12 win over the Phi Sig ( Blue ) .

M r. Middlesworth was a mem
ber of Phi Sigma Ep silon s ocial
fraternity and Kappa D elta
Pi
honorary
scholastic
fraternity
while on the campus.
S h i r 1 e y Middle sworth w h o
graduated from Eastern in . 1948,
is a sister to Hal.

BILL BALCH of the Sig Tau intramutal t eam shoots one
from the side in a game with Sams' team. The shot didn't
add to the Sig Tau total, but the frat boys went on to win
their fourth straight intramural game.
0
Wilson's M inute Men · continued
undefeated a s they won over Sig
P i ( Gold) 3 1 - 2 6 . It was Sig Pi's
first loss. Coleman, with 1 1 p oints,
was the leading scorer for the
M inute Men and Stephens added
10.
In another battle of unde
feated teams the Party Boys
3 3 . Osmoe of the Bullies had
11 points to lead the scoring.
points to lead the scoring.

Kappa Sig II dropped out of
their league so the Cowboys won
by forfeit 2-0.
The Gremlins made it on all
around bad nigh t for Sig Pi as
they defeated the Sig Pi ( Purple )
team 59-27 . C. Cole scored 18 for
the Gremlins and he was followed
by Fredenber ger and Shoemaker
with 13 and J . Cole with 1 0 .
Payan scored 2 1 points b u t S i g
Tau ( Blue ) p l aying without four
of their regulars were defeated by
Club 775 in a close game 33-30.
Wilson and Bryan had 1 1 and 10
p oints for Club 775.
Button's 1 4 points helped the
Rats to a 43-22 victory over the
Jo ckeys to enable the Rats to re
main tied with the Minute Men
for first place i11 ' their division.
Harlow ' s 1 0 p o ints led the Joc
keys.
Jan u ary 25 : Kappa Sig led by
Pettyjohn's 1 1 p oints defeated the
Piddle Hoppers 33-27.

Carlini Club 5 4 - 3 5 . H enderson
was
high
scorer
with
15
points but h e w a s followed
closely by teammate Arnold
with 14. Klaus paced the los
ers with 1 1 .

Riebe's 12 and Burns' 10 points
gave the Fossils their first vict
ory as they defeated Nootams 4 1 3 4 . Ferguson and S i s k h a d 12 a
piece for the losers.
Pi Kappa won over the Raiders
44-39 as Hemphill scored 12 for
the winners while Blaase with 18
and Hamilton with 10 led the los
ers.
Standings after games of Jan
uary 25.
Gold

Sig Tau ( White )
Phi Sig ( Re d )
V 2's

Plaster Placques and
Figurines
Dek-All and Tempera
Colors

( Continued on page 6 )
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H 1LL
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M I LK

HAVE BROKEN GLASS
REPLACED WITH

GENUINE FORD

·

P riced J ust Rig h t Fo r You ! !

room s,
d.
d r o m o ti c o lly d e s i g n e

• f a scina ting
r e sta ura nts, inclu ding
the b e a utifu l ne w
Colle ge I n n
Porterhou se, f a mo us

Well o f the Seo.

SAFETY GLASS
* CLEAR, SHARP VISION
* NO WAVES
* EXTRA SAFETY
* WEATHER SEALED
* N O DISCOLORATION
* QUICK SERVICE

• H a n d y - to
every thing loca tion.
• G a r a g e In hote l.

H OT E L
Randolph

At Yo u r Favo rite Food
Sto re or P h o n e 7

WOLFF'S DRUGS
North Side of S q u are

While in college ' Price was a
membe r of the
wrestling team.
During World War II he served
aboard an aircraft.

P h i Sig (White ) c ontinued
to roll along as they walloped

IT'S WOLFF'S FOR THE
FINEST FOOD IN TOWN

Butt e r-creams
or Assorted
Ch ocolates

THE MARINE corps has . an
nounced the selection
of
1st.
Lt. Olen H . Price for promotion
to the rank of Captain.
B efore enlisting in the marine
corps in 1942 ,
Price
graduated
from
Dupo
Community
high
school, and he is also a graduate
of E astern.

4-0
4-0
3- 1

... ........ ..... . "' · - - - � (

F R E S H -FROZ E N

P a s t Easte rn w restl e r
p ro m oted i n USMC

Phone 79

S H E RMAN

and

Clark

S t r e ets

C H I C AG O

Fronk W . B erin g, Boo r d Cholr moft
Jorn•• A.. Hort, Presi d ent
l'ot Hoy, V. P. and G en'I Mgr.

McARTHUR
MOTOR SALES
Phone 666

Charleston, Ill.
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by Ma r ce l Pa ca tte

Pa nther cham pionship hopes

He re 'tis

receive setback at Macom b

TWO WELL-known alums visited school during the last two

Western wins confere nce ga me 83-73

here to referee a b asketball game between E astern high and

ALTH O U GH JIM Johnson piled
up 29 points at Macomb Thurs
da y night, it wasn't enough to
deny Wes tern their sixth confer
ence victory and a first place
p osition in the IIAC. Final score
was 83-73, Western.

ers last season, dropped i n for a few days to watch the var

Joh nson

weeks , for different reasons, however. Jim Mitchell w.a s
Martinsville, and Ray DeMoulin, one of Coach Healey's start

for the IIAC lead.
Western's balanced scoring
and warm
shooting-average
Thursday elevated the Leath 
ernecks to a g ood position in
the race.

Out of every two shots Western
attempted from the field, one on
the average dropped through the
basket. Jack Landis and Bill Grif
fith led the Wes tern scoring with
22 and 18 points. Gene Redman,
6'4" center, added 15 and Jack
Pensinger took care of 14.- more of
the Wes tern points .
D o n Glover and John Wilson
followed Johnson in the scoring
for E astern with 11 points each.
Tom Katsimpalis and Bud Pat
berg garnered nine points apiece.
Coach William A . Healey elect
ed to open with a zone defense
against the Leathernecks. Things
went well for about 10 minutes
till Western "long-ones" began to
drop through.
Western led 4 2 - 3 1
h alf.

. . .

at

the

sity practice. He had a few days leave from his studies at
the University of Illinois because of semester exams .
*

*

*

*

There are quite a number of class president as p irants
among men on the basketball team. C . J. Doane, reserve cen
ter, is running for the senior presidency ; Ed Soerg�l, forward
and center, for j unior president ; Paul Foreman and Bud Pat
berg, B team and starting guard, respectively, for sophomore
prexy ; and Ronnie Corzine and Nelson M cM ullen, both mem
bers of the reserve squad, for freshman president.
Among the 2 0 persons runnin g for class presidencies
there are 1 2 members of E astern athletic squads including
football, basketball and track.
*

*

*

*

Bob Calvin, brother of E a stern ' s Don, is expected to en
roll here at the opening of the Spring quarter. The former
won a letter in football at Shurtleff last fall as a fullback. He
has three years of eligibility left.
His brother, "Huskers , " was a guard on Coach Maynard
O ' Brien' s squad last fall and saw quite a bit of action.
*

*

*

*

The passing of the new college draft law saved E astern
at least two athletes. J. D. Anderson and Dick Reynolds wert
sl ated to leave for Parri s I sland and the Marines j ust a few
days after the law went into effect.
Anderson was voted by his teammates as "most valua
ble" in baseball last Spring and had also won letters in foot
ball and basketball. Reynolds was a former member of Rex
Darling's B grid s quad.

Thu s the Western Leathernecks
took over the league lead with
their 6 - 1 record. Northern was in
second place following Thursday' s
games with a 5-2 record ; E astern
and Southern were tied for third
with 4-2 marks.
Games Saturday, which had not
been played at 'the time of thi s
writing, placed M acomb at North
ern and Normal at Eastern.
A
Northern victory over Wes tern
means that the two teams are tied

With
Johnson
hitting
jump
shots quite regularly � n the sec
ond half, E a s tern cut the Western
lead to six p oints in the final min
utes of the game.
D eliberate ball-handling ·on the
part of the Leathernecks and
E astern eagerness to get their
hands o n the ball ran out the
interim
Western
clock. In the
dropped in enough p oints to build
up their 10-point margin.
Katsiinp alis, Patberg, and Wil
son fouled out of the game for
E astern. A total of 52 fouls were
called in the game.

Steve Mo rga n .g ets
n a v y se rv i ce ca I I

Panthers beat Normal Red Birds 94-62

STEVE MORGAN, a graduate of
E astern and former tennis play
er, ha s r eceived notice that he will
be called into active duty in the
navy within four months.
H e graduated from E astern in
the Spring of 1950 and has been
teaching at Effingham during · this
school year. He is a member of
the naval reserve .

E A STE RN KEPT their IIAC opp onents in a fit of nervousne s s
with an e a s y victory over Illinois
State Normal 94-62 last S atur
day night. The
victory
moved
them to within one-half game of
Western and Northern who are
currently tied for the lead with
6-2 records.
Northern knocked We stern out
of the lead Saturday with a 67-59
blast on the DeKalb court.
It marked the fourth time this
season that the P anthers have
rung up 90 points or better. They
had previously run up 90 p oints
against
C entral
Michigan,
90
against
Southeastern
M i ssouri,
and 9 5 against St. J o s eph's.
During the first eight minutes
of play, Normal dished plenty of
trouble Eastern's way, but they
finally settled down and took a
20 p oint-45-25 lead at the half.

Six u n b e a t e n tea m s
l e a d i n t ra m u ra l s
( Continued from page 5 )
3-1
2-2
0-4
0-4
0-4

Ike's Boys
Ranglers
Epsilon Iota
Sam's
Warriors
Blue

3-0
3-0
2-1
2-1
2-1
0-3
0-3
0-3

Rats
Wilson's Minute Men
Shooting Stars
Rockets
Sig Pi ( Gold )
Phi Sig ( Blue )
Gamma D elta
Jockeys
(Red)

Phi Sig ( White )
K app a Sig
Pi Kappa
Piddle Hoppers
Carlini Club
Fossils ( Faculty )
Raiders
N ootams

·

(White)

4-0
3- 1
2-2
2-2
2-2
1-3
1-3
1-3
5-0
3- 1
3- 1
3- 1
2-2
2-3
0-4

P arty Boys
Bullies
C owboys
Gremlins
Club 7 7 5
Sig P i ( Purple )
Sig Tau ( Blue )

C O LL E G E BASKETBALL could
die out if "fixes" are allowed to
enter into the sport.

Bud Patberg put East ern in
front 1 6 - 1 5 with a basket with
1 2 and a half minutes remain
ing to be played in the initial
stanza. N ormal
kept
within
striking distance until there
were eight minutes left with
Eastern leading 2 4 - 2 0.

With Jim Johnson, John Wilson
and Patberg
lea'ding the way
E astern built it to 38-20 a s Nor
mal went scoreless for six min. ute s . They fought back with a
basket and three free to sse"s but
E astern had little trouble extend
ing the margin to 45-25.
Coach William Healey used his

FROMMEL
Spo rti n g G o o d s
H o us ewa res

· CAPPA-LEE
FOOD MART
706 Lincoln

Ph. ? 1 90

*

*

*

*

It looks like another long battle ir{ the intramural leagues
again this year. Six teams are still undefeated. Phi Sig teams
( Red and White ) are leading in two leagues, their Red team
i s tied with Sig Tau, however. The Rats and Wilson's Minute
Men are deadlocked for the lead in the Blue league while the
Party Boys are far in front of all rivals in the White league.

regulars sp aringly in the second
half as the reserves kept the lead
going and boosted the total to
within one p oint of the previous
season high.
Don Glover put on one of the
best shows of the year as he man
aged to keep the opponent off bal
ance with his trick passing.
Tom
of
The rebounding
a g ain
K a tsimpalis
proved
that h e can more than hold
his own with the taller pivot
Don
men a s h e outj umped
Richard, 6'6'', and Bob Bren·
neman, 6'4", under the bank
boards.

Bud Patberg kept up his torrid
free throw pace by dropping in
five out of five to boost his sea
son average to 8 7 p er cent. Glover
had the best scoring technique for
the night a s he sank 11 baskets
for 22 points, Pa tberg add.e d 1 7 ,
Johnson 16, and Katsimp alis 1 5 to
the cause.
Don Richard, who scored 22
p oints against E astern in their
previous encounter, was held to
one field goal during the limited

action h e saw.
In a B team game Rex D arl
ing's boys had little trouble with
the Redbirds by whipping them
soundly 76-60, avenging their only
l o s s of the season to the same
team.
Chilovich,
Martin
Vandalia
freshman, dump ed in 23 points
for night honors.

P a t S h e r m a n e l ected
Delta Sig Co rres po n d e n t
M I S S PA TRICIA Sherman, T oledo, was elected temp orary cor
responding secretary of D elta Sig
ma Epsilon social sorority. She
replaced Miss Juanita Rhodes who
transferred to the University of
New M exico .

LAWY E R ' S .
FLOWE R SHO P

by Jack Payan

W ITH THE IIAC r ac e fo
· pionship
lalll e ls abou
thirds gone, it's iJ. c ertah
a champion or champions
be crowned until the fin:
of hard-court activity hai
by the boards.
B y beating Western at
S aturday night, Norther�
kies by-passed Eastern an
ed into a first place ti e 1
rugged
Wes tern
Leath
The score of that g ame w1
and further proves the
dous home court advantag
prevails in the league.
All that Eastern has t
to win the remainder of ti
conference games to cop i
pery crown. Winning th1
contests will be no eas y c:
the Panthers, as three <
games are away from hor
Home games with West
Southern are on schedui
games with both Michi�
up in Michigan. Central �
can be tough o n th eir o
evidenced by their 65-60
over Sodthern in an earl}
game a t Mt. Pleasont. If
can win those four conte
crucial game will ' be th
with N orthern on the
court>, M arch 3rd.
As the standings now s
'
their is a dis tinct possibil
thi s year's r a c e might on
wind up in a three way:
first honors. Their also
the p o ssibility of a four wl
lock for t he championsh1
To sum up the situatio
of the four top schools co
the pack, or a ny, or all c
for the crown.
Conference standings :
Western
Northern
E a stern
Southern
Ill. Normal
M. Normal
M . C entral

Music, fo rtu n e telli
featu red at meetin
F O RTUNE TELLING in
was the chief entertai
the French club meet'
night at Miss Elizabeth
home.
Singing and lis tening to
phonograph records, one
group's favorite pastim
also included in the e
was playing F re n ch ga

For You r After
Ga m e

•

•

•

CO KES
Have Yo u r Te a c h e r

COFFEE

P l a ce m e n t B u re a u
P h oto Ta k e n At

Complete Floral Service
Bouquets
Corsages, Cut Flowers and
Potted Plants

Co n fe r e n ce reF

*

RYAN'S STUDIO
Phone 598

or

HOT

THE
LlffiE CA

1 1th & Lincoln Phone 1907

HARDWARE
Di n n e rwa re
Powe r Too l s

El ectric a l Ap p l i a nces

D u Po n t P a i n ts

I m p e ri a l Ca n d l ewick

Wea r-Ev e r Al u m i n u m

Leath e r G o o d s

Oil Heate rs

We extend an in
tion to all Eu
students to take
vantage of the
es rendered by
institution.

Charleston Nationa l Ba

ednesday, January 31, 1 9 5 1
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Pe m Ha l l notes

(ofeteria celebrates third a n niversary in February
by D a rrell Mack

BREE

YEARS

ago

thi s

week

cooks began rattling pans, lines

began forming, and
appetizing orders began drifting
rom the long white building be
Industrial Arts and
tween the
as
buildings
Health Education
Eastern's new cafeteria served its
first meal.

If students

Monday the cafeteria will start

ll fourth year and cooks still rat

de pans, lines of students continue

o form, and appetizing orders are

lill drifting from the building.

The

cafeteria

employs

four

ooks and 48 students at the pres
ent time but between 75 and 100
lludents rotate into the working
aystem of the cafeteria during the

rear.
Ten of the 52

now employed
liave been working since opening
day, February 4 , 1948. They are
llodent help C . J . Doane, Glenn
Targh etta, Bill Raley, Bill Brewer,
Art Hughes, and John Wilson and
1110k s Mrs. Ruth McGahey, Mrs.
Alice Eagleton, and Mrs. Eliza
� Reami, while Lloyd Smith,
fourth c o ok, j oined the staff a few
months later.
An average of 672 students a
ay are served at the rate of seven
., nine a minute. One hundred fif
leen students on an average eat
koeakfast there, an average of
186-300 are there for dinner, and
I0-275 for supper.
Visitors slow down the line
because of their ,unfamiliarity
with it and their uncertainity
of choice of food. The record
time for an outside group w a s
set on h i g h school visitation
day, April 1 3, 1 9 5 0, when 6 8 3
students w e n t through
the
lines in an hour and a half.

Price for an average dinner o r ·
per is approximately 65 cents
"le breakfasts average close to

25, the latter including a single
cup of coffee. The only price in
crease, despite rising food prices,
has been the price of meat.

by

T H E PREXY of this e stablish
m ent, "Ike" Yost, has been
given a part in the operetta which
will be given this spring.

C l ea n i n g c rew

N e w p ersonality g a l s are : Jan
Jum p , Jan Riley, J o Waddell, and
Josephine Griebe.

Favorite foods of students in
clude . smothered
steak
with
onions, spaghetti and meat balls,
mashed potatoes, chocolate fudge
pudding, and milk. The boys like
tossed green salad but the girls
prefer either jello o r frozen fruit
salad.

Bill Allen and
Gene Hanson,
who helped keep this hall spic and
span, have enlisted in one of the
armed services.
Jerr y Cavanaugh, another fel
low who lends his talents to Pem
Hall, wa s
during the
marrie d
Congratula
Christma'S vacation.
tions, Mr. and Mrs. C.

Other differences between girls
and boys meals are two slices of
bread, two pats of butter, and two
cartons of milk for the boys as
compared to one of each for the
girls .

Two Pemites
are
victims of
s o me germ or other. E dith Ann
Grabbow was
s ent
home for a
short rest while J o sephine Griebe
i s enjoying a sojourn in the hos
pital.

Prune whip is the dish most
disliked by the students while
more than twice a s many po
tatoes as any othe r food are
e aten each meal.

The gals here recently received
She 's
a letter from Pat Major.
feeling much better and will be
back in the spring quarter.

"We try to introduce a variety
of foods such as rutabagas, par
snip s, eggplants, okra, and foods
that come from different nation
alities," asserted Mrs. Ruth
H.
Gaertner, director of the cafeter
ia.
Foods b o rrowed from different
nationaliti e s include chow
mein
from the Orient, spaghetti from
Italy, French onion
soup from
F'r ance, and Kolachi or Bohemian
rolls.
Besides serving three meals a
day the cafeteria makes cookie s ,
salads, sandwiches, a n d sp ecified
dishes for fraternitie s , sororities,
and other campus organizations
and averages serving two o r thre e
special functions a week.
The s e groups are served in the
Woodshed, which may b e reserved
by any social group of 50 or more
while tables m ay b e reserved for
smaller parties. Outside groups
secure reservations through Presi
dent Robert G . Buzzard.

U n s u n g h e roes

Wannamaugher-Kline

DISHWASHERS

DON Calvin,

unidentified

student,

Dale

Hamby, Dorris Winkler, and Jack Sims ( kneeling) finish
up work before going to 1 p.m. classes.

Mo vies

Mo vies

Mo vies

Mo vies

Hll LI N COLN 1111
THURS.-FRI.-SAT.

Shows at 7 : 3 0 & 9 : 0 0

Mo vies

J oann Davis, a freshman, h a s
rec ently b e e n added to o u r roster.
W elcorne, Jo.
Many thanks to Norma Gruber ;
she donated her wonderful record
coll ection for the
"open house"
held here two weeks ago.
The annu al Washington Ball is
to be F e b . 24. This yea r we're to
have a Martha Washington, and
her identit y will be kept secret un
til the night of the dance.

Mo vies

Mo vies

WI LL ROG ERS
&UN.-MON.

Continuous Sun. from 2 : 0 0

" Th e Fi rst Ko rea n
Wa r Pictu re "

"STEEL

H E -L M E 'T "
Starring
STEVE BRODIE
ROBERT HUTTON
JAME S E DWARDS

YAN

KATHRYN

JOHNSON · GRAYSON
M.G.M pr�eryts with e "'in k

(SRG)UN'DS

MA�RiAGE
PAUlA RAYMOND · BARRY SUlUVAN
•

•

Play by ALLEN RIVKIN a n d LAURA
Story by S A M U E L MARX

KERR

11C1111 Ir ROBERT Z. LIDNARD • Produced br SAMUEL MAax
A MURO ·GOLDWYN · MAYER PICTURE

T h ree co m p l ete y ea rs

•

SUN. thru WED.
Continuous S u n . f r o m 2 :00

SE 1 SEVEN students have worked in the cafeteria since
its opening, February 4, 1948. Pictured above with Mrs.
Gaertner are, left to right, Glenn Targhetta, John Wil
e. J. Doane, Art H ughes, John Schnarr, Bill Brewer, and
Raley ( seated ) .

LEWIS STONE
REG I N ALD OWEN
A ROBERT I. LEONARD PRODUCTION

Screen

AFETERIA'S FOUR cooks take time o u t from work to
pose for picture. They are Lloyd Smith, Mrs. Ruth Mc
ey, Mrs. Elizabeth Reami, and Mrs. Alice Eagleton.

Mo vies

T U ES. - WE D .
Shows at 2 : 00-7 : 30-9 : 0 0
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Ea ste r n to g ra n t

Seve n tee n co l l eg es

m a ste r's d eg rees

e n te red i n Ea ste r n

PLA N S F O R a fifth y e a r of work
and authority to grant the de
gree of M a ster of S cience in E du
cation were approved for E astern
by the Teacher College board,
meeting in Chicago on J anuary 22.

d e ba te m eet Sa t.

Courses to be applied toward
the Master's degree will b e offer
e d for the first time during the
1 9 5 1 summer term, which will
begin on June 11. A bulletin an
nouncing the plan of operation
and course work will b e issued
later i n the spring, according to
President R. G. Buzzard of E ast
ern.
Similar information will be a
vailable in the regular summer
school catalogue, which can be
secured from Registrar Blanche
C. Thomas within a few weeks.
A s planned by the college curri
cu1ar committee over the past
year, the program provides oppor
tunity for teachers of the area to
advance their schola�ship and pro
fessional
comp etency
through
courses selected for their indivi
dual needs.

Pianist feat u red
at next asse m bly
G LAU C O D 'ATTILI, outstanding
young pianist, will b e presented
on the E astern assembly program
next Wednesday, February 7, at
1 0 a,.m. in the Old Aud.

E ASTERN W ILL be host to 56
debate teams Saturday, Febru
ary 3.
S eventeen colleges from five
states 'will p articipate. Each team
debates two time s ; this makes a
total of 1 12 debates.
Colleges
sending
teams are
Bradley university, Peoria ; Cor
nell college, Iowa ; D e Paul, Chi
cago ; D ePauw, Greencastle, Ind. ;
Illinois college, Greenville college ;
Knox college ; M anchester college,
college ,
Indiana ; M urray State
Ky. ; Illinois State Normal univer
sity.
Principia college ; Southern Illi
nois university ; St. Louis univer
sity ; University of Illinois ( Navy
Pier ) ;
Wabash
college,
Ind. ;
Wheaton college ; and Eastern Illi
nois state college.
Starting at 1 0 a.m., there will
be two rounds of debates before
lunch, and two after.
Twenty-eight student chairmen
and six local judges will b e chosen.

' Dresswel l' owner
s pea ks at meeting
JOHN EN SI GN, owner of the
Dresswell
shop,
was
guest
speaker at the home economics
club meeting, Thursday evening,
January 25, in the B ooth library.

Ca m p u s g ro u ps q u est i o n
( Continued from page 4 )
last very long and don't accom
plish anything. The more good
fraternities on a college campus
the more good can be accomplish
e d for everyone. Good fraternities
should b e supported."
Don Henderson

"Yes, a s long as they are able
to fulfill and follow require
ments. "

Sophomore

50 per cent of the male students
affiliated."
Bill

Snyder ·

" Limitation of fraternities and
sororiti e s on campus i s a must, I
believe, especially in such times
a s these. Although I'll admit, com
petition makes for more spirit and
a better school. But a line should
be drawn somewhere, but just
were depends largely on the size
of the institution. I feel that we
now are well supplied."

Paul 'Foreman

Tom N orthern

G l e n Curtis

" N o . I think sororities and fra
terniti e s are like many other or
ganizations in the resp ect that, if
they are unorganized or no good,
th ey will
eliminate themselves,
and if they are good, they present
competition for the other groups
on the campu s . "

"Yes. Fraternitie s on the cam
pus now may have to close their
doors b ecause of the war situation.
It should be a:d honor and achieve
ment to belong to a frat and with
a lot of new ones almost everyone
would be Greek affiliated."
" Every fraternity and sorority
had to start1 sometime and they
have a s much right as anyone else
to do s o . However, I think there
must be a limit sometime because
otherwise it would b e p o s sible for
there to be a s many fraternities
and sororities a s students .
"It would be easy to check on
other scho o l s with our size of en
rollment and find the most s atis
factory number
of
fraternities
and sororiti e s in that manner.
"If this were done I believe that
an impartial board should be se
lected to help set up certain stand
ards, s o that the question would
not arise again."
Charles Oxley

"No, if there are not more than

N o r m a n Patberg

"You bet, there are far too
many sororities and fraternities."

Freshman
Eileen

M ' Gonigle

''.I think they should be limited
because to belong to a sorority
or fraternity is an honor and if
the se groups don't have competi
tion they will let a nybody in and
thereby lose the high ideals for
which they stand. "
Ronnie C orzine

" I don't think they should be
limited because if some group i s
strong enough t o ge on the cam
pus they will do good."
M oe Ashley

"Yes, I think a survey should

Ham club invites
men to learn radio
AMATEUR RADIO (Ham)
offers an invitation to mei
ning to enter service soon
tend its next meeting Thu
at 7 p .m. in the physics d
ment of the Science buildinc
The ability to send and r
radio messages may make
advancement in the armed
p o ssible for these men, claim
club members.
Assistance in learning cocl
basic radio theory, and 1
club equipment is offere
members .
Code classes an
held dail y from 12 :30 to 1
in the Ham shack on the
floor of the Science buil ·

R. C . Waddell physics
or is sponsor of the group.
·

'

be made of the number of
nities and sororities in
son to the enrollment of
ferent colleges. With th
in mind, a specific number
should be established."
·

Nelson McMullen

"No, if enough are
to from fraternity or
it is all right to do so."
Jerry

Groff

"No. Greek letter s
can not meet the s
attain the goals of a
prosperous, and active
tion, will not survive. If
feels the need of a new
tion, they should be
chance to prove themsel

Thirty year old D 'Attili became
absorbed in music at the age of
four when h i§._ father took him � o
hear a concert in a p ark near their
home in Italy.
The elder D 'Attili noticed his
son's fascination in the music and
decided that training should begin
at once. After young Glauco 's first
piano lesson, he w a s able to play
the scales just learned with both
hands. A year later he made his
first public appearance.
D 'Attili's fame spread from
Italy through the international
music world, and in 1929 when he
was nine years old, his father
brought him to the United St ll; tes.
H e was immediately recogmzed
a s "one of the greatest musical
geniuses of the age in America.
One of the great highlights in
the brilliant career of young D ' Attili came in 1946 when he was
chosen by To scanini a s soloist
with the N B C symphony.

&joy !lOUf cigareff.e ! &joy trtt l9 -Rne
� combiries both perfed. mildne$

tas«! in

HANFTS
S P E IDE L

L.S./M.F.T.
Assurance

of

Quality

i;nd Satisfaction

great · ci9a�

- ltAclcy

Perfect mildn ess? You bet.
Scientific
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Charles Lam b
by J o Wa ffl e P ra tt
(First Prize)
ER to analyze the greatness of
!es Lamb, English essayist of the
tic period, one must understand
appreciate the artistic principles
which his style of writing is
Wordsworth, in his essay "Pre
the 'Lyrical Ballads,' " has ex
his . own artistic p rinciples ,
o f which seem t o correspond close
those of Lamb.

h e r e i s pathos of t h e highest order.
Wordsworth clearly differentiates be
tween this sort of work and popular,
vulgar, sentimental writing of the Ro
mantic period. In the former he points
out that " . . . the feeling therein de
veloped gives importance to the action
and situation, and not the action and
situation to the feeling. "

is necessary, however, to p reface
a comparison with my own con
n that Lamb is, broadly speaking,
Wordsworth describes a poet as
" . . . endowed with more lively
ility, more enthusiasm and ten
s . . . and a more comprehensive
. . .. who rejoices more than other
in the spirit of life that i s in
, . . To these qualities he has added
sition to be affected more than
men by absent things a s if they
present."
h ' s lively sensibility is most evi
in his delicate and carefully shad
gery. In "Old China" he places a
ware cup in the reader's hand.
keen awareness extends beyond
objects to all things mental
spiritual. His e nthu siasm per
his work s o completely a s to
explanation
unnecessary.
His
e s s is unique in " D ream-ChilA Reverie." This quality of ten
' the ability to bring to life and
handle a fragile dream is, in my
n, 12.mb's greatest quality. These
, although they spring directly
the author's personality, have a
appeal. The emotional appeal

Lamb deals with the emotions of a

Like

Barrie

vitilized

and

half-fears,
licate

in

our

generation,

cultivated
dreams

desires.

This

society

poignant,
was

a

de

natural

vein for a m a n w h o wrote personal
l y . Without question Lamb believed
that

beauty

was

destroyed by

the

full li ght of harsh reality .

Lamb undoubtedly p o s sessed the com
prehensive soul that Wordsworth refers
to, for it must have required remarkable
understanding to face his o\vn life with
M ary Lamb with the p ositive force that
he did. His u nderstanding and apprecia
tion of her are uniquely described in
his p ortraits of Bridget. Yet his real
genius for comprehension lies in his
understanding of human relationships,
with their attendant emotions, rather
than in his careful observation of iso
lated individuals. The attachments of
children and parents, brothers and sis
ters , close friends and relatives become
vividly clear under his hand.
I n spite of his limited and difficl.llt
existence, Charles Lamb ''.rejoiced in the
spirit of life ." Lamb i s enviable, for
he has found and conveys to his readers
real peace of mind. This i s doubly rich,
because one i s conscious that h e has

seen the ugly aspect of life and yet
has chosen to expres s the beauty in it.
Returning to examine Wordsworth's
p o etic principles, we see that they may
b e more broadly applied, for the same
thread of creation runs throughout all
forms of art. Wordsworth says that the
task of the poet ( arti s t ) i s " . . . to
throw over. them ( incidents and situa
tions from common life ) a certain color
ing of imagination, whereby ordinary
things should be presented to the mind
in an unusual aspect . . . tracing in
them . . . the primary laws of our na
ture." The s e are the characteristics of
'
Lamb's writing a s shown in my discus
sion of the man.
Lamb's work i s s o completely per
sonal that it is imp o s sible to divorce
him from his product.
This

example

will

clarify

my

p oint : L a m b i n "Dream Children ; A
Reverie"
of

a

took

man

the

telling

simple
a

situation

story

to

his

children.

The incidents related are ordinary
ones from his own childhood, carefully
selected and delicately colored to create
a beautiful artistic whole. Actually, he
deals with a man's dl!sire, need and
love for children. Thi s most primary
law of nautre is illuminated by our
realization in the end that the man's
children are but figments of a yearn
ing dream . Thi s i s of course, "the un
usual aspect."
If one accepts Wordsworth's criteria ,
even in p a rt, it i s necessary to a l l o w a
p osition in the annuals of the great to
Charles Lamb.
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An Essay
by Louise B iedenbach
( First Prize )
RALPH WALD O Emerson said, in his
"American Scholar," " If there i s any
p eriod one, would desire to be born in, i s
i t n o t the a g e of Revolution ; when the
old and the new stand side by side and
admi.t of being compar e d ; when the
energies of all men are searched by
fear and by hop e ; when the historic
glories of the old can be compensated
by the rich p o ssibiliti e s of the new era ?
This time, like all times� is a very good
one, if we but know what to do with it."
It . i s needles s for me to say that
today we are in an " a ge of Revolution."
The world i s divided into armed camps
a s we look for a way of settling our
world differences. Shall w e choose the
old method of fighting it out in armed
combat, o r the new of attempting
peaceful conference-table talk to smooth
things out ? Shall each country accept
the responsibility of world rehabilita
tion, o r i s it too much to ask that a
weakened nation help a weaker one ?
And what about world power ? Who is
to rule what and whom ? And how much
are we going to consider the individual
in our solutio n ?
Today we stand on the threshold
of

world

g overnment-a

govern

m ent ba sed on democracy

and the

A m erican way of life. This, Emer
son would s a y , i s a golden era, the
tim e

we

may

use

to

decide

our

fate.

But while opportunity knocks on the
door of democracy, we must not forget
that it is a l s o seeking admission at
other doors. Whichever is opened first
shall be entered first. And regardless
of whether the world decides to tl!ke
up p ermanent residence in the house of
democracy o r communism, before the
new tenant gets_ t o examine the entire
interior of the new home, he will be en
tertained royally in the front p arlor
by the exp ectant landlord. And, a s in
so many cases, the lease may be signed
there without further investigation.
It wo(fld be too bad, wouldn't it, if
sagging timbers and leaky roof remain
e d undiscovered until after moving day,
because there wouldn't b e much to be
done about it at that late date.
N evertheless, the peoples of the
world are house-hunting for a new form
of government, and
the
possibilities
have been narrowed down pretty well
until two remain prominent. Shall we
have a little red bungalow or a red,
white and blue one ?
The communists have a house to sell

,,

a n d they have chosen an o l d , b u t a
proven way of doing it. They are lining
up all the apparent advantages of their
form of government and gilding them
for public approbation ; they are keep
ing the prospective tenants in the p a r
lor, while the foundation rots unbe
known beneath their feet ; and they are
p ointing accusing fingers to the de
fects of the rival house, democracy.
And what i s America doin g ?

On

the intern a tional front we are send
ing material aid to war devastated
countries. But instead of being met
with grateful hands, w e are termed
" power buyers" abroad, and "suck
ers" at home. Our policy o f speak
ing

loudly

and

carrying

a

small

stick h a s brought unsatisfactory re
sults. M.ilitary and economic power
h ave failed, now w e must turn to
idealism.

While communi sts s,ell their doctrine
wholesale in every available market
place, people at home in America pride
themselves oh their power to speak
free and criticize the very democracy
that gives them the right to do so. They
forget that freedom of speech also im
plies that they might speak truly and
op enly about democracy's good points
a s well a s her weaker. It makes
us
wonder if Americans are still interested
i n democracy. In our struggle to defend
capitalism have we lost sight of the
ball-democracy ?
My next door neighbor h a s a small
son who started to school this year.
When I was home during Thanksgiving
vacation he happened to be visiting me,
and we talked about what he was doing
in school. H e recited some short poems
he had learned and showed me how he
was being taugh t to print, · but when I
a sked him if he could give the pledge
to the flag he looked puzzled. I asked
him in what country h e lived and he
answered the name of his home town.
When I tried to explain, he thought I
meant Illinois, and when I told him it
was America-the United States of
America-I could tell he was unimpres
sed.
I asked a third grader what the mean
i ng of democracy is and she answered,
" That's our form of government." " But
what does it mean to Y O U ? " I said. She
replied, "I get to vote when I'm twenty
one." She took as a matter of course
the privilege of free education, a home,
a church, and parents who are fre e to
choose their own futures .

When I talked to high school stu
about our form of government
were quick to criticize political co
tion, p rejudice and unequality. But
didn't talk about freedom. Now we
criticism in a demo5!racy. We nee4
have people question and demand
order to a s sure ourselves o f good p
servants.
But what does it mean when
school students sneer at freedom
start believing communistic pro
ga ? How do you go about convin ·
seventeen-year-old who says "Co
ism might be a darn good thing,"
are you going to make him see
can't work unles s we are willing to
ourselves become p awns of the
And what about those who are ·
to give in and let someone who is
better p o sition'' run the governme
Let us take a brief time-out
examine

our

have

com plete

a

country.

Today

reversal

situation a few years

ago.

of

B efore we hated fascism. We
object to the communists when
were among us. We joked about th
called them "parlor pinks." But
we am lo sing sight of the fact
have fascists. If we lose the war we
that the communists will crack
whip, but we must remember that
win we will need machinery to
the peace. And in either case we
expect our democracy t o be left
touched by the ordeal.
)
. With men homeless a nd out of
dangerously muttering, it would be
for a rabble-rouser to sway their
ing if they were not certain in
own minds about the ultimate wo
democracy.
Idealism has become lost in the
religion known to the people un
domination. They believe in it. B
have often lost sight of democ
our talk against communism. We
talk about democracy-we talk
capitalism isn't inherent in dem
but grew out of it.
There are two tenets of dE:m
liberty and a government respo
the will of the people. We must
the future citi z ens of the United
self because they make life wo
ing.
The supreme worth and di
the individual, with a maximum
( C ontinue d · on next page)
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I'm

not asking that w e dress our

of freedom consistent with the welfare

children in red, white and blue suits

of others-that is democracy. And that

and parade them u p and down our

is something that no other form of gov
ernment can assure us. We have to
make certain that in a time of weakness
the American people do not foolishly
surrender the se rights in searching for
a "phantom security." "Is life s o dear
or peace so sweet a s to be purchased
at the price of chains and slavery ? "
I'm not asking for demonstration.

streets carrying flag s and chanting
oaths·.

·
But I am a sking that we teach them
democracy.
That we teach them so
thoroughly the principles upon which
our government was founded that when
o r if a crisis arises they won't b e sway
e d by the surface advantages of any
other form of government.

This i s an "Age of Revolution," and
it i s a time when we must return to o ur
American heritage and re-discover the
cause of freedom and self-government.
W e have a job before us, a s did Lincoln
at Gettysburg : "It i s rather for us to
b e here dedicated to tp e great task re
m aining before us . . . that we here
highly resolve . . . that this nation, un
der God, shall have a new birth of free
dom-and that government of the p e o 
p l e , by the p e o p l e , for the p e o p l e , shall
not p erish from the earth . "

The G reat and the Good
by Ro b e rt G . F l i c k
( Second Prize )
WHO is the great man ? The
hero . . . ? Here i s the stereotype :
e is born insignificantl y ;
in a foul
smelling, fire-inviting, fourth-floor ten
ament apartment on Chicago' s skid row
or New York's lower east side ; in a
Kentucky log cabin on the edge of
trackless wilderness ; · in a star-illumin
ated stable manager filled with coarse
straw, surrounded by coarse animals
and coarser men. He l earns to maintain
life by the sweat of his brow ; a s a
newspaper boy, a rail-splitter, a carpen
ter. His struggle for succe ss i s endless
ly laborious ; the defeat he suffers is
'nconceivable ; the persecution he en
dures . staggers the human heart and
threatens to overcome all po ssible per
severance.
After infinite difficulty, grief, and
aisillusionment he a ttains a place of
rominence in the hearts of many and
ises above his still-potent oppo sition
to a seat of some influence and power.
The effect of his philosophy o r his
orce behind the machine of mankind
is felt in every region of his sphere. H i s
ign is short, however, and h e d i e s , or
's sacrificed a martyr to his cause.
He s eemingly returns to the heart of
Nature herself, from whence he was
ent on a specific mission and i s per
itted to remain only until the · consum
ation of that end. H e i s called hero,
ight-giver, prophet, savior, saint ; he is
great among men. He is idolized, eulo'zed, canonize d ; even worshipped and
extolled. It is as though he were thrust
' rom the 'Heaven of Heroes,' from the
rink of oblivion, and having left his
' ootprints in the jungle of man's con
' u�ion, pointing the way to enlighten1ment, he i s plunged again into obscurity.
e is never at home among us, never
understood; h e i s a transient sojourner
from a distant planet, a 'traveler from

rnsT

an antique land, ' a Prometheus from the
remote. rece s s e s of eternity.
A s I said h e has enemies, enem
ies a t whose hands h e is more than
frequently
But

they

tortured

and

killed.

a re . enemies

of

purpose

rather than of person. N o one h a s
ever

been

misused.

ill-treated b y
him
or
.
H e b e a r s ' m alice toward

none and charity for all.' He 'loves
his neighbor a s himself.'

He offends ; to be sure, by his very
nature he offends ; he disturbs, H e dis
rupts the m o n e y changers, he exp o s e s ,
h e returns property, or l i f e , to its right
ful owner. By his super-human genius
and ingenuity, his
perseverance
and
purity of principle he i s the scandal of
human reason, the amazement of small
minds, the thorn in the side of hypo 
crites, the wrench in t h e works of evil.
But whatever he has done or been call
ed, he has never injured, he can never
be called tyrant or despot.
The portrait I have drawn i s truly
that of a great man or hero, but he i s
o n l y a l s o that, h e i s m u c h m o r e than
a hero or great man ; he is, a s h e is
sometimes rightly called, a saint. Small
indeed i s the number of his kind known
t o the world, and smaller i s the num
ber of his kind known to the. world as
great. His effects are always felt, but
the source i 's not always known, and
the world i s not conscious of his having
p a s s e d among us.
The saint i s not always great or even
recognized, and the . great man i s far
from always a saint. I have often heard
and, I regret to admit, been a p arty to
arguments as to whether · certain fig
ures in recent history such a s Franklin
Roosevel4',
Winston
Churchill,
and
others are great men or not. In many
or most instance s I believe that such
arguments are the result of a misunder-

standing of the term "great," of a con
fusion of the definitions of goodne s s and
greatness.
Obviously the great of great men are
those who are good as well as great,
and the se are too often our standards
of greatnes s . Not only does this false
a s sumption lead to dis]7Ute over who i s ,
great and who is not, but it often caus
e s the young history student to attribute
unlimited virtue to all tho s e whom the
books. mention a s great men and to
pattern their character a s
an
ideal.
Great men of the Arts are victims of
the same fallacy.
I say that the great man i s any
one

who

through

contributes
creativity

or

to

m ankind

discovery

or

w h o causes a change i n society and
culture with a reluctant effect suf
ficient to determine the history of
m an. Th e extent of greatness can be

measured, only in proportion to the

extent

of

change,

and this is, for the

the

contribution

or
most

p a rt, defined by time.

Certainly men other than the good
fill this requirement. ' I n addition to set
ting up false values this identification
of goodness with greatnes s i s unfair to
men who are excluded from the hall of
fam e because of shady character, and
unfair t o thos e few who s e radiant char
acter i s soiled by their inclusion among
less noble rank s .
It l e a d s to t h e discoloration of the
true facts of personality and biography
of many men who cannot b e excluded
but whose shocking life i s entirely in
compatible with the stereotyp e d pict
ure of greatne s s . I realize that, accord
ing to my standards, Hitler would be
considered a great man, and, in view
of his influence on the thinking · and a c 
tivity of a nation, h e most certainly
( C ontinue d o n next page )
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wa s . History ( and by the same reason
ing the great man ) i s neither moral
nor immoral but necessarily amoral or
o utside and irrespective of morals. This
i s in accordance with with Machiavelli's
ideal Prince.
I also realize that, according to my
standards, such a man of infinite god
line s s as St. Francis of Assisi might b e
excluded f r o m t h e annals of t h e great
because he had little o r no effect upon
history. H e i s a saint, and there among
the humble good we should let him rest.
The monuments of the great are often
·gaudy, glamorous, and o stentatious, and
that i s another evil of defining good
men in the same breath with the great :
The 'ungood' great have
caused the
whole realm to be p olluted with an at
mosphere of sensationalism.
Finally then, let us conceed that
g reatness i s not concerned with vir-

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY
tue or vice, good or evil ; these are
personal

characteristics

incidental

to a man's claim or greatness.

The great are to be read of and mar
veled at but not to be copied merely
because they are great. The good alone
are worthy models, and they not for
their greatness but for their moral in
tegrity.
In view of tl}e far-reaching effects of
the New Deal, our foreign policy during
the last two decade s , and the role of the
United States in World War II, it i s
not rash t o predict that Franklin Roose
velt will go down in the pages of fu
great man.
ture history books a s a
Winston Churchill, D ouglas M acArthur
and others will accompany him. But to
compare these men with Ghandi, Lin
coln, or Christ i s folly. ( To compare any
man with Chri st is not only folly but
sacrilige for H e i s the embodiment of
all goodness and the prototype of all

virtue . ) T o call them savior, saint or
deliverer, or to sup p o se any one of them
capable of stilling the waters of modem
chaos is utterly out of har m o ny wit)(
the natural order.
,

Perhaps out of the ghetto or slum ot
some great city will come the gree&-!
physician to 'bind up the nation's or th&
world's wounds,' to teach the good life,
'to hold against the world' as an l!l•
ample of truth, 'to match the mountains
and the sea, ' to lift us from the quag
mire of confusion, 'to send the keen
ax to the root of wrong, cleaning a free
way for the feet of God,' a man of
divine destiny, a good great man an4
a great good man, a hero and a saint-ta
well.
( Acknowledgement is

m

ley and Markham for the
from

"Ozymandias"

ade to Sh
paraphruiq

and "Lincoln, �

Man of the People," also for allusiOlltj
to Lincoln's s p eeches and th e Bible.)

T h e Solid Rock
by Paul Koester
( Third Prize)
TODAY, THE Atomic Age, is an age
of confusion. The world i s like a spin
ning top that zigzags crazily when it
loses momentum. As if drunk, society
staggers down a rough street feeling
for a lam·p post to steady itself. We
are caught on a teeter-totter which is
momentarily balanced with capitalism
o n one end and communism on the other
end, knowing that one will fall with
the rise of the other. We are trapped
between two inescapable forces :
the
one-individualism ; the other--collec
tivism. Each i s leaving its resp ective
mark on us. We are hanging with a
death-like grip to the runaway horse o r
materialism, a n d have lost t h e reins o f
values f o r controlling t h e monster w e
ride.
If anything exists, we have to weigh
it, see it, f e el it, classify it, before we
give it due recognition. Who has seen
an ideal ? How much does a value
weigh ?
Where
may I
find
these
things ?
We are bE!coming more educated : we
can swim like fish and fly like birds ;
we can cas t a scene into the air and
may pick it up o n our living-room
screen . We crack the atom. More peo
ple are literate, but there are more
crimes, more divorces, more neuroti c s .
In our plays, like t h e Death of a Sales
man, we find people losing themselves
in pursuit of false goals. Our modern art
appears at first glance a s though it

were a portrayal of a junk yard, Santa
Claus' pack, and Dagwood's clo set.
W e cry peace, peace, and sudden de
struction comes upon us. The rock of
the World C ourt, the League of Na
tions, and now the United Nations, up
on which we would build our safety,
seem to have disintegrated into sand.
I ask my fellow classmate s , "What is
your major ? " They say, "It's English
now. I 've changed · three times." I ask
them, " What are. you going to do when
you get out ? " A majority of the answ
ers i s , "I don't know." "I don't know,"
they say, "I don't kno·:v ." I might well
join the chanting chorus with them, "I
don't know ! " I've spent three-fourths
of my life in school, yet I don't know.
Over a third of my life is gone, and I
don't know ! All of our study, our toil,
and still we don't know. If we do make
a decision, it may be for a false goal
which will disappear like a ;nirage leav
ing us dry and weary and half insane.
This
our

indecision

age

blind ;

of

I

is

can see. I

friction,

the

the

confusion.

result

I

am

of
not

can sense

turmoil.

We

are

the
not

satisfied with this. H o w are we to
get deliverance from this hurricane
of confusi o n which h a s snatched
out
to

of
drop

our cradles
us into the

fatalism ?

us

and

threatened
quicksa nds of

I don't want to be a de

featist ; I want to be a n idealist.

" What i s wrong ? " I ask you. Where

does the fault lie ? When I play a g�
you give me the rules. When you seM
me on a trip, you give me a map. At
sea in a storm I have an anchor,
compass, a lighthouse, or a star
guide me and set me on m y course,
you, w e , the youth need a chart,
compass, a book of rules-in short,
sound philosophy to guide o ur lives.
I am not asking for the storm to
stilled. I am not asking that the tee
totter be balanced, or that the w
cease change and exp eriment. I am
a sking that opposite forces and fri
be eliminated. Do not rob us of
challenge or remove our moun
What I am pleadin g for is a cons
among all variables. Give us a frame
reference, a philosophy to guide
Give us a sense of values and ideals.
am not alone. We are all searching
a solid rock which cannot be fo
Therefore it is obvious that this
ing light cannot be based on the
terial, for that is constantly ch
methods and institutions are in co
ual evolution. Therefore, the phi!
resolves itself into concepts of the
tangible which may be supported
the material in illustration.
·

In my search for a frame of ref
and highest values I can't get I
from the human being. Let me
What is the greatest value ? It is h
life ; it is man, for it is he that
( Continued on next _page)
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; sunsets are beautiful only to eyes
t see ;

roses are fragrant only to

that smell ;

candy i s

delightful

separate entity, a separate world with
in himself. Each has his likes and dis
likes, his idiosyncrasies and his abili
ties. He is a person and not an eye, a
tooth, a size sixteen, or a number.
Now

let

concept :

us

consider

the

person

m u st

Each

second
feel

that his work i s needed by society.

y to tongues that taste .
of
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all

science,

education,

the

From this general base
we
must
lop two concepts : first, each p er
n mus t feel that he i s contributing
ething of value to society ; and sec
society must appreciate the worth
each person. These will constitute my
· osophy. Let us consider the first .
supreme worth of the individual, too
n forgotton. We are becoming more
'mented every day. We think of peo
only as they benefit us. To the
ist, I am the eye with the tilted
; to the demtist, I am the crooked
t; to the shoe salesman, I am the
sixteen ; to the employment office,
. am number 262-384-43.
We cannot
· k of people like .this. Each one i s a

He

must

feel

that his

j ob i s

im

portant a n d i f h e d o e s n o t do h i s
j ob for socie,ty, it w i l l n o t get done.
When

I have this idea, I have a

goal. I have a j ob to do : to serve
humanity.

I am not calling for missionaries or
martyrs. I am not asking that we sell
all and serve in a leper colony as the
Franciscan monks. This concept is flexi
ble : it i s a "yoke that i s easy and a
burden that is light." It allows us to
follow our own abilities, interests, and
backgrounds, but let us do our jobs for
the greatest value : humanity.
To illustrate these concepts, a story
i s told about three stonecutters working
on a building. This question was asked
each of them, "Why do you work ? " The
first man replied, " I cutta the stone to

getta the money to buya the bread, to
getta the strength to cutta the stone
again. " The second cutter answered, "I
am the best stonecutter in the c ountry.
Why I-" He went on describing his ac
complishments. The third man paused,
looked slowly to the top of the building
under construction, then spoke, "I am
working on a cathedral which will stand
as a monument to the labors of men.
T o this building men will come for ages
and find peace of soul, rest of body, and
communion with their God."
The first man was concerned with the
physical needs. This concern we must
have of course. But "is not life more
than meat ? "
The second man felt personal pride
in his labo r ; he knew the importance
of his work.
But the third man brought the ends
together. H e got his bread like the first
man. He took pride in his work like the
second man. But in addition, which i s
the m o s t important, he h a d a philoso
phy : this philosophy was serving hu
manity. Friends, help m e to b e like
the third man.

�qnrt ·�tnry
T h e Paw n
by Lowel l Guffey
( First Prize )
E BARON S of England, the dukes
and lords of France were playing

es and the Pope and all his bishops
e betting on themselves to win. The
yers pushed their p awns, the knights
e their gambets, and the bishpps
' usly moved to the King's three and
queen's three while ·the kings cast
with their rooks. But of all the peo
affected by this magnificent game
chess one man was serenly uncon
ed.
He was called La Poule, the Chicken,

was at the moment removing the
t shreds of meat fro m the leg of the
for which h e was the namesake.
e birdlike motion of the man's head
it darted forward and downward to
et the bony little fingers holding the
sh was a startling imitation of a
'cken pecking grain.
If his manner of
eating was La
ule's only claim to that p eculiar ap
ation then he might have been called
ien or Jean or, considering the cir
stances of his birth and the humor
his acquaintances, Le Batard world

have been appropriate. La Poule him
self had thought of this several times
but always concluded that there were
s o many bastards that h e was really
quite fortunate to have a more distinc
tive name.
La Poule stood u p , stretched his
stringy little body to its full five
feet

six

inches

flickering shad

and

�

regarded

the

the fire proj ect

ed on the wall. The shadow

a g ain

reminded the little man of how for
tunate h e was.

Being small had its advantages, es
pecially in La Poule's profession. H e
had seen enough big oxes of men with
careers unceremoniously finished at the
end of a rope. They were too obvious in
their work and much too slow. Reflect
ing on this La Poule realized that his
measure of success depended upon elud
ing the hangman. H e made a face at
the shadow on the wall and silently
thanked the Lord for his busine ss ach
ievements .
La Poule was a practical soul and,
not overlooking any p o ssibilities,
he

gave thanks where he thought some
thanks might be due.
La Poule's success may have been the
work of the Lord, but there were tho s e
w i t h w h o m h e had dealings
that
attributed his skill to the conglomerate
entity of all the h arassing demands i n
their small world. The possessor of the
fat legs protruding from the pile of
straw in the corner would be only too
glad to attest to the nature of La
Poule's work, and with certainly could
describe the demons that aided him in
it. Fat Legs wasn't talking, however,
and this pleased La Poule greatly for
L a Poule was a philosopher and pre
ferred to meditate in silence.
A full stomach always brought the
philosophic best out of La Poule and as
his gaze rested on the remains of Fat
Legs h e came to the conclusion that
after all his work gave an immense in
ward satisfaction. All men had to die
sometime, didn't they ? And
was
it
every man who could die s o gloriously
drunk a s did Fat Legs ? And wasn't one
( C ontinued on next page )
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little chicken and the use of a man's
house only just reward for aiding in
such a blissful death ? N o it wasn't
ev.ery man who wast so lucky a s Fat
Legs.
La Poule yawned and scratched his
head not bothering to put into logical
array the p ositions of lice and men.
Contemplation at an end, he kicked the
clumps of straw with which the floor
was littered into a disorderly pile in
front of the open fireplace. His bed
made, !".e lay down a s close to the warm
hearthstone a s the fire would allow and
seemed to relax into sleep. The room
was quiet for a moment but in an in
stant, with a startled rustling of straw,
La Poule had propped himself up on
his elbows and was warily examining
the room.
Two strong b o l t s rested i n their
s ockets and sealed the door ag ainst
everything
wind.
covered

The
by

but

the

single
_two

raw

February

window

thick

planks

was
and

they w ere tightly secured. F a t L e g s
l o o k e d com fortably d e a d u n d e r his

.

blanket of straw. Everything w a s in
order
and
La
Poule,
satisfied,
str e tched once more and went to
sleep.

Poor little La Poule lying s o serenely
on his pallet of . straw ;
insignificant
little La Poule with his brimy torn hose,
his stained cloth doublet and greasy
leather j erkin ;
lanky little
LaPoule
with the sinewy wrists and sharp knife ;
thoughtful little La Poule
with
his
casuistry of death ; tired little man with
his work well done ; innocent sleeping
spider with his fat legged fly ; has he
never heard of pawns and kings,
knights and queens and of fat bishops
in the center of the board. N o , he could
not have heard of these things . H e
s l e e p s too w e l l . His g a m e i s not of chess
board baronies and theological check
mates. His moves are simple maneuvers
for a full stomach and a bottle of wine.
There are no pawns in La Poule's game
-just a few dead flies that would have
died anyway.
There are no carved pieces of ivory
discarded for the ebony knight on the
black square in his contest. B e concern
ed, La Poul e , for everyone is a p awn
or knight or even a king in this scheme
of life. And L a Poule-there are so
many pawns that can't all be discarded
at once-but they will be-sooner or
later. Sleep lightly, little spider, for to
night you will have visitors and tonight
you will join your fat decaying fly un
der the straw.
The room was cold when La Poule
awoke. The once roaring blaze was now
a pile of glowing embers from which

minute sparks detached themselves and
whirled up the chimney. The weak red
light from the dying fire sunburned La
"
Poule 's check and cast the shadow of
his pickled nose across the face giving
it a black birthmark.
It wasn't th e cold that woke the
alert
and

LaPoule.
close

trated
quietly

to

the
and

Some
the

veil

noise

house

of

picked

sleep.
up

outside

had
He

the

pene
rose
straw

that had been his bed, adding it to
the pile in the corner.

Stepping back, he noted with satis
faction that the corner seemed only to
contain straw. If the noise had been
made by an English patrol, and if they
inves tigated the -house, Fat Legs might
prove
extremely
embarrassing.
But
what would the English be doing here ?
They were a half night's ride away at
Nancy keeping the D auphin occupied.
Still it could be English horses o n the
move. This thought made
La I Poule
shudder. Where men rode horses there
was u sually authority and authority
was something the little man heartily
disliked.
L a Poule moved silently to the door
and listened . There was only the noise
of the wind a s it trie d to force its way
through the cracks . Then, barely dis
cernable above the' wind, he heard a
stifle d cough and the squeak of saddle
leather. The silence of the visitors re
lieved the little man somewhat. Noise
and rattling would have accompanied
the English. His visitors then must be
either a band of raiders or some of the
Dauphin's men trying to go through
the English lines.
Considering the s e
two
p o ssibilitie s
made L a Poule f e e l much better. If
they were raiders they were of his own
kind and he had nothing to l o se even
if they burned the house down.
Fat
Legs would no t care either. Of course
the house had been nice and comforta
ble and hadn't yet been searched for
valuables. On the other hand if they
were the D auphin's men a warm show
of hospitality might earn him a piece
of gold or two. B e tter yet if there was
just one rider, perhaps he would prove
to be a valuable business prospect.
His spirit revived, La Poule waited
· for the rap on the door. It came, sharp,
imperative, but not demanding. It was
only an announcement that someone was
outside and wa s anxious to have th�
door opened. La Poule walked leisurely
to the fireplace and kicked some straw
onto the still hot faggots , waited for
the blaze and then added splinters of
wood. He had knocked on the door in
just such a manner not s o many hours
before and realized the advantage of
light. Another rap and La Poule was

at · the bolts, sliding them fre. e bf
sockets. Stepping back he pulled
the sagging door. A gust of cold air
in through the opening, almost
guishing the flame and darkening
room so that the figure at the en
seemed to be just a shadow.
The flames heightened a mo
later and burned even more brif'
and La Poule untwined his fingers
the little sack of powder hanginf
his belt. That fire almost going
had given him quite a start and
a practical man La Poule didn't f
giving the drunken monk's amulet
extra squeeze.
In a moment La Poule had
.
transformed from an evil 1
m a n listening at a door to an
looki n g little man feigning the
pitable host.

The man at the door stepped
the room and moved silently to the
of the opening and another man en
Neither of them were what La
called by oxes of men, but their do
were well filled with brawn and
wore their heavy chain mail with
If La Poule had misgivings about
ing the door when he saw the
man, the sight of the second visitor
firmed them. There was som
strange here . Such men as these
have been pounding down the
in the opening instead of rapping
ly at them.
The one with both dagger and
at his belt spoke first, curtly but
a low, even dispas sionate voice.
Poule thought his manner of s
quite elegant and what the fellow
made La Poule feel immensely re ·
It seemed they had a young co
ion with them whose mount had
its hoof on a rock. All they wanted
a few iron nails with which to
the hoof so they could reach their
tination by morning. If he would
nails they would do their work
on their way.
C ertainly, certainly, right away,
to be of service to my lords
Poule wondered where Fat Legs
such thing as nails, if he kept th
all. La Poule was acting now and
enjoyed playing a person of su
and having such men as these
come to him for aid. The devil
fat pig ! Why didn't he have those
where a person could put his ha
them ! La Poule stopped his
bobbed his adam's apple and e
that he must have mislaid them
the gen lemen wouldn't mind
he thought he could no doubt find
somewhere. The two visitors loo
·

·

( Continued on next page)
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Before La P oule could put his thoughts
to words the girl spoke again telling
him to keep searching for she was on
God's mission and H e would see to it
that they found what was needed.
Every ss:rap of leather in the box
had been removed and not a nail did
he find. Suddenly the man with • the
sword and dagger sprang forward and
scooped a handful of leather from the
floor. H e threw one of the pieces to
the other man who then disappeared
outside. Speaking quietly, she reminded
her companion that
everything
had
happened a s she had said it would. The
nails had been found and now they
could see the Dauphin before another
night. She callea the man La Hire and
he nodded his head in agreement.

each other and the first man nodded
his head, indicating they would wait.
The third member of the noctur
nal riders
was

entered

saying

that

it

cold out when not on the move,

and that the fire loked g ood, and
to shut the door so as not to w aste
their kind

host's

fire.

La Poule looked up from the box of
old pieces of harness he was pawing

through, puckered his lips and blew air
through them. Indeed they did have a
companion with them.
A
companion
auch as La Poule himself would not
mind having. Especially on a cold night
like this. The hose laced to the coat,
doublet, gaiters , spurs, even the sword
did not mislead La Poule and could not
cover the fact that this visitor was a
woman. A very young one to be sure,
but a woman nevertheless.
At La Poule's blowing of air, the
silent visitor rested his hand lightly
on the hilt of his sword. La Poule's
adam's apple squirmed up and down in
its atte n tuated co!Umn. Perceiving his
fright at her compapion's move, she
assured the little man that he need not
fear and that he was doing a great
service to God and to France.
Armed men who wanted nails that
he could not find, a girl dres s e d as a
soldier who prattled about service to
France. and to God were a combination
that La Poule wished ardently to be rid
of. It h a d been so nice in the little house
with just Fat Legs. Well he would just
tell them that he couldn't find the nails.
Then maybe they would leave. They
didn't seem disposed to violence-ex
cept th one who didn't like the blowing
air and he did what the girl wished.

So they

found the

nails.

added her thanks and the gratitude of
France to them. With that she left the
house and from the sound that came
through the open d o or had mounted and
was waiting for La Hire.
A while later, about the length of
time it takes the sand in an hour glass
to form its first little cone in the bot
tom, the man with the sword and dagger
left the house. A s he mounted, he told
the girl that their host would not be
tray their pr � sence to the English if
their patrol happened
through
that
night. The girl nodded and spurred her
horse. An instant later the three riders
disappeared behind the trees on the
road to Nancy.

That

little scrap of leather with its i m 
portant bits

of m e t a l w a s

fortunate thing.

Now

a

La

very
Poule

could be alone once more with Fat
Legs

and

perhaps

even

receive

a

little reward for his hel p . La Poule
uncoiled

himself

box where h e
from

La

Hire's

from

had

behind

taken

lunge

and

the

refuge
now

walking boldly forward asked if he
could be of any further service. L a
Hire

shook

his

head.

A low call from outside informed them

tha;t all was ready for travel. Stepping
toward La Poule, the girl put her hand
on his shoulder and spoke a s would a
mother to a child. Thi s agitated the
little man. He was proud in his own
fashion, and besides there was a p ict
ure of a different sort or relationship
fleeting through his mind. The girl repeated what she had said before con
cerning God and France but g ravely

·

Small drafty little 1 house on the road
to Nancy ; weathered little stone hut
with its sagging door
and
boarded
window ; cheerless
Home
of D eath ;
spider's web with its dead fly ; i s it
p o ssible that this mean dwelling i s a
rook in the eternal scheme of chess ?
The king castles and it m oves two
squares to the right or three: squares
to the left and the king i s safe. N o such
moves for this little house. It just stays
in place o n the road to N ancy, a poor
little refuge for p awns. But the virgin
Caviour of France and two of her cap
tains have warmed themselves at its
fire ! Past that sagging door walked
a saint ! Can a little peasant hut expect
greater glory ? D o e s it matter then that
the roof will never be p atched o r the
creaking door repaire d ? The door has
sagged open even now ! Are the r e n o
hands inside t o bolt it tightly again ?
Has the spider left the web ? The fire
has gone out. It will be very cold for
little pawn La Poule lying s o still under
the straw with Fat Leg s .

Surprise Attack
by Lo u is e B i e d e n b a c h
( Second Prize )
IT WAS in the middle of September,
and the soft

breeze sifting through
the ancient oaks stirred a low murmur
through the brittle leaves a s they
swished against each other in the moon
lit night. Flour boys, garbed in dirty
eamouflage suits, looking like bent old
men a s they struggled under the weight
of their burden, were slowly making
their way toward the little hill that
marked the site of the aged church.
They moved along a s quietly a s p o s si
ble, n o one saying a word-except for
a n occasional muffled, " dammit, " when
someone snapped a dead twig underfoot,
or a hoarse, "scuttle," when one of the
enemy was sighted.

·

The entire wood surrounding the old
brick structure seemed to be jumping
with the enemy. The boys were thankful
for the basic training they had re
ceived when they started their service
careers . They even thought of blessing
the ol d top-sergeant they had degraded
so many times for the extra drill he had
given them in combat fighting. H e had
always said someday it would come in
handy, and this was it ! They p eered in
to the maze of trees, trying to distin
guish a human form among the weird
night- shapes. Their eyes smarted. from
the strain.
Suddenly
Roy called a
whispered halt, and they fell back to
join for a conference.

Ralph dumped his burden, and in the
mellow shadow of the
inoon,
their
burly captive looked like he might be
the captain of any
college
football
team. The others threw
down
their
loads and flattened themselves against
the earth to talk. Roy explained that
they had finally gotten some informa
tion from their prisoner, after promis
ing never to reveal the unfortunate fel
low's identity.
Joe

� huckled.

"Just like 'em," h e

sneered. "M ust be a big-gun-they
always have so darn much pride."

Roy went on to explain

that

( Continued on next p a g e )
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enemy had routed the .rest of their
company, and thos e who had not been
taken prisoner had either deserted or
given themselves up. Gene was elate d !

·

T h e enemy high-command was sta
tioned about one-hundred-fifty yards
from the entrance of the church. The
fellows were just fifty yards from the
entrance on the south side. They check
e d the time. It was just eight o 'clock.
No real action could be expected for at
least another hour. They knew when
it did occur, the victory would go to
the side holding the church, and that
the faction that got there first could
pretty-well keep control.
The boys started edging their way
along, first on thei r hands and kne e s ,
then on foot, scurrying f r o m t r e e t o
tree. T h e y w e r e careful n o t to m a k e any
noise, just· in case. F'ive minute s later
they had reached the entrance' and
scrambled inside . They felt their way
up the back steps to the choir loft and
he sitated at the bottom of the ladder
leading to the small room under the
bell-tower. Roy jabbed the prisoner and
brought forth the enemy p a s sword. No
reply meant "nobody home-all clear."
They hoisted Ra1ph through the small
opening above the ladder, then passed
up the supplies. Next went the prisoner,
and then the other three
slipped
through. They pulled up the ladder and
searched for and found the bell rope
that had called a
small group
of
worshipers to daily morning prayer for
over a hundred and fifty years.
Joe had disguised himself earlier in
the day and spied around the enemy
camp. He had made off with two car
tons of their food. Roy had aquired a
gallon of good hard cider from a farm
house along the way, and, with nothing
else to do, they decided to eat a hearty
meal before the siege. Opening the car
tons, they found them filled with dough
nuts. After the surprise had worn off,
they had begun to eat, when they heard
footsteps below.
Next, voices, laughing and joking,
reached their ears. The sound of feet
stomping oif the old wooden stairs told
them the time had come. They threw
open their p acks and took out bottles
filled with ice-water. Each fellow pick
e d out a wooden paddle and waited.
When the sophomores reached up, try
ing to pull themselves into the opening,
they got their knuckles swatted and a
dose of the ice-water down "their neck s .
Then, for t h e first time s i n c e the
school's founding, over a century ago,
representatives of the Freshman Class
sent the chapel bell at M c Kendree Col
lege ringing o ut over the campus on
Freshman Initiation Night.

O n t h e Death of a n A n g e l
· by Ro b e rt G . Fl ick
( First Prize )
Innocence is a child b orn between white sheets,
Cradled in white, and rai sed on a white pedestal
Amid white clouds.
Innocence walks up and down the white streets
All the days of her life, and when d arkness falls
Heaven enshrouds
Her in a white mist of insensible light.
For should she gaze on the blackn e s s of night,
Or blue tones of sorrow, or red drops of pain,
O r clear drops of rain,
Or
Or
Us
Or
Us

the greenness of growth , or the yellow daffodil,
any live pigment which may fill
with grief or anguish
druggedly languish
in dull sleep, or thrill

Us with verdant, creative desire ,
Or s i n g to u s in golden silence,
Lulling our last hold on sense
Should she taste these tinted tangs ,
Or bear the piercing pangs
She would expire.
Should her blinded eye s perceive life ' s hue and shade
She would die.
And should we try
To dwell on her immaculate sphere we would fade.
Today my pale enrobed angel died.
Her sterile garments bear the stain s of life ' s bright blood.
My disillusioned mind in spent s·u rrender sighed,
And closed its eyes against the harbored flood
Of saline tears . But when I raised my head
I saw the trea sure at the rainbow ' s end. ·
Not pallid, bleached, unfeeling coldness, but instead
A woman gracing all the throbbing breathless tones which blend
In living beauty.

U n na m ed Poe m
b y J o Wa ffl e P ra tt
( Second Prize )
Your death tomorrow cannot be my death.
We but half-die with those we love the best.
The life urge surges while there yet i s breath.
M y heart may hurt but will not go to rest.
Your joy today may cause my heart to smile,
But can I ever share ecstasy ?
Your earnest eager h ope ma·y seem worthwhile,
B ut can I reach your hope to touch and see ?
Your pain I sense but know n ot what t o do.
The cloister of your mind encloses grief
I cannot share for all my love for you.
A soul alone must seek its own relief,
For through this life we struggle all alone.
We cry for help, but n o one hears our moan .

